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Preface

New Advances in Powder Technology consists of seven chapters that discuss powder 
metallurgy, including preparations, properties, and applications. 

Section 1, “Fabrication of Powders”, includes two chapters. Chapter 1 focuses on the 
spray pyrolysis synthesis of powders and their applications as electrode materials. 
Chapter 2 discusses the additive manufacturing of powders by direct laser deposition 
method. It also presents the main requirements for the direct laser deposition method 
and characterizes the prepared metal powders. This section is useful for powder 
metallurgists, materials engineers, and chemists. 

Section 2, “Wettability of Powders”, includes three chapters. Chapters 3–5 focus on 
the wettability properties of powders by measuring the interface of the powders and 
the dispersing media by the sessile drop method and the capillary rise technique.  
Section 2 is useful for chemists, biologists, and material researchers.

Section 3, “Consolidation of Powders”, includes Chapters 6 and 7, which discuss the 
consolidation of metal powders by spark plasma sintering and conventional sinter-
ing methods, respectively. Both chapters investigate the density and mechanical and 
surface properties of metal and alloy powders.  They also report on the microstruc-
ture evolution of powders during consolidation. Section 3 is useful for metallurgists, 
powder metallurgists, material researchers, and mechanical engineers to understand 
the basics of sintering alloys and their mechanical properties. 

Overall, this book is an informative resource for a wide range of readers, including 
engineering students and industry professionals. 

Dr. Shashanka Rajendrachari
Assistant Professor,
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Chapter 1

Conductive Powder Synthesis 
Technology for Improving 
Electrical Conductivity by One-Pot 
Ultrasonic Spray Pyrolysis Process
Hye Young Koo and Dahee Park

Abstract

In this chapter, we will study the spray pyrolysis process, which is a bottom-up 
process, and examine the composite electrode powder synthesis process and proper-
ties of the core-shell structure. Generally, it is difficult to produce fine particles from 
metal powders using the top-down method. Thus, the liquid phase method, which 
is a bottom-up process, is mainly used. However, the liquid phase method has a 
problem in that impurities exist in the particles. In addition, it is difficult to control 
the precipitation when synthesizing powder using a solution containing several 
types of metal salts. The spray pyrolysis process introduced here made it possible to 
produce composite particles in a one-pot manner without any additional processes for 
synthesizing the core-shell structure. In the case of core-shell structure of Ag-glass 
composite powder, the specific resistance of the composite electrode was significantly 
lowered, compared to the electrode formed by mixing glass frits individually, which 
improved the dispersibility of the glass. In the case of Cu composite particles with a 
coating layer, both Ag and glass coating layers formed a passivation layer to improve 
atmospheric stability, and the introduction of a coating material also improved 
electrical properties.

Keywords: spray pyrolysis, electrode materials, conductive powder, core-shell structure, 
composite

1. Introduction

Metals with high intrinsic conductivity, such as gold, silver, and copper, are mainly 
used as electrodes. Conductive powders using noble metals are easily synthesized into 
metals even in an oxidizing atmosphere, whereas transition metals are synthesized 
into metal in a reducing atmosphere [1].

Generally, the powder synthesis technology is divided into top-down and bottom-
up methods. The solid phase method can be classified as a top-down method, while 
the liquid phase method and gas phase method are regarded as bottom-up methods. 
In the solid phase method, mechanical energy is applied to the raw materials of the 
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desired composition in order to induce bonding and pulverization repeatedly between 
the powders, which reduce the particle size and synthesize powder while continu-
ously contacting a new surface. Then, synthesis is completed at room temperature or 
a desired composition is obtained through post-treatment. The mechanical alloying 
method is a representative solid phase method. Compared to the bottom-up method, 
this method has the advantages of relatively easy process operation, low cost, and 
fewer by-products. However, it is limited in reducing the particle size, and homogene-
ity of the particles is not secured locally when synthesizing multi-component par-
ticles [2–6]. In particular, in pulverization of metals, it is difficult to atomize through 
crushing due to the ductility of the metal. Furthermore, since spheroidization 
through crushing is impossible, synthesizing conductive spherical powders through 
the solid phase method is not possible.

The liquid phase method ionizes a metal salt in a solvent to recover the synthesized 
particles using a reducing or precipitating agent. Since the raw materials can be mixed 
evenly at the molecular level, it is possible to control the composition uniformly, and 
the particle size and distribution can be controlled uniformly as well. Synthesis can 
be realized at a relatively low temperature, and thus, the method has the advantage of 
low process cost. However, this method generates substantial amount of chemical sol-
vent byproducts, because particles are precipitated by chemical reaction. Moreover, it 
is difficult to improve the purity due to residual chemical substances in the particles. 
In addition, it has the disadvantage of low crystallinity, since it is synthesized at low a 
temperature [7–10].

The gas phase method is a process in which the raw material is divided into atomic 
or molecular units by vaporizing a metal salt or solution of metal salt, and then, 
particles are synthesized through nucleation, growth, and agglomeration during con-
densation. Examples of such a method include Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) and 
Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD). In the gas phase method, the vaporized molecules 
are nucleated again to grow into particles, and thus, fine particles can be synthesized. 
It is an advantageous process for producing high-purity particles with low residues of 
C, N, S, etc., because the synthesis occurs at a high temperature. However, there are 
some difficulties in synthesizing alloy powders, because non-uniformity may occur 
due to the difference in vapor pressure during the vaporizing stage. Additionally, the 
production cost is also high [11–16].

The spherical shape is preferred for conductive powders, because the density of 
the electrode must be high after formation. As the dispersion is suboptimal when 
significantly small particles are applied to the manufacturing paste, mixtures of par-
ticles with sub-micron sizes are mainly used. Therefore, synthesis has been performed 
mainly through the liquid phase process. However, in the case of the liquid phase pro-
cess, since metal particles are synthesized through a reducing agent, residual carbon is 
present in the particles, which lowers the purity, thereby lowering the conductivity.

In order to overcome the disadvantages of the liquid phase method, a method 
for synthesizing metals at high temperature using a gas phase method is introduced, 
but in the case of PVD and CVD, the process for atomization of 0.2 μm or less. This 
is due to the nature of the process in which vaporized molecules are condensed and 
powdered. This characteristic is very advantageous, but there is a limit to synthesizing 
particles with a size of sub-micron to 1 μm.

The ultrasonic spray pyrolysis process is a process that simultaneously utilizes the 
advantages of the bottom-up, liquid phase, and gas phase methods. The desired raw 
material is placed in a solvent to prepare a solution, and fine droplets are generated 
using an ultrasonic generator, followed by heating in a high-temperature furnace. 
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It is a process of synthesizing particles in within seconds by passing through drying 
and thermal decomposition. This is similar to a process of synthesizing particles by 
generating fine-sized droplets in the form of aerosols, similar to vaporizing a solution 
using a homogeneous solution at the molecular level. Additionally, it is a process that 
can utilize both the effects of the gas phase and liquid phase methods, as it starts from 
the liquid phase to synthesize the powder using the sprayed droplets. Since the spray 
pyrolysis process performs synthesis using the initial raw material as a solution, it is 
also advantageous to produce multi-component particles that contain trace elements. 
Furthermore, this process facilitates synthesizing composite powders using various 
additives during solution preparation. In particular, the mist comprising a solution 
with a uniform composition passes through the heating furnace to form particles such 
that the composition of the entire solution is kept the same, and spherical particles are 
mainly synthesized in a droplet-like form.

The main requirements for conductive powders are spherical shape, low resistivity, 
high electrical conductivity, high purity, high crystallinity, low temperature sintering, 
oxidation resistance, etc. The spray pyrolysis process produces spherical shaped pow-
ders, since it maintains the shape of the droplets. Moreover, the pyrolysis process enables 
synthesizing high-purity and highly crystalline particles with a size of 1 μm or less.

When manufacturing an electrode using a conductive powder, a paste is prepared 
by mixing the conductive powder and glass frit as an inorganic binder with an organic 
binder, and printing is used to produce an electrode layer. It is essential to control the 
surface oxidation of the conductive powder in order to improve the density of the 
electrode, and the presence or absence of glass frit and particle characteristics are 
very important [17]. The mixing ratio of the conductive powder of the electrode and 
the glass frit is generally at least 8–20 times different. In particular, amorphous glass 
frit generally synthesizes powders through crushing, and realizing uniform dispersion 
becomes difficult due to the irregular size. Further, in the case of transition metal 
conductive powders, in addition to the problem of mixing glass frit, an oxide layer is 
formed on the surface powder after synthesis, since it is easily oxidized even at room 
temperature. This inhibits the densification of the electrode by decreasing sinterabil-
ity when forming electrodes and leads to poor conductivity due to oxidation.

In this chapter, a method for synthesizing a composite electrode powder with 
a core-shell structure using a single-step phase-segregation mechanism using the 
ultrasonic spray pyrolysis process is described, and the corresponding characteristics 
are studied. The proposed method overcomes the limitations of the conductive paste 
process. Moreover, this chapter summarizes some representative studies on the subject.

2. Experimental procedure

In the ultrasonic spray pyrolysis process, a precursor solution with a dissolved salt 
of a desired composition is generated into fine droplets using an ultrasonic genera-
tor, and the generated droplets are dried using a carrier gas in an oxidizing, inert, 
or reducing atmosphere through a high-temperature heating furnace. It undergoes 
a pyrolysis process and synthesizes particles of the desired composition through 
process controls, such as the type of salt used in this process, concentration of the 
solution, presence or absence of additives, type and speed of the carrier gas, tem-
perature, length, and tube width of the heating furnace. Ag composite powder has 
the characteristic of being synthesized as a metal powder even if it passes through a 
high temperature of 900°C or higher using air, and transition-metal-based materials 
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such as Cu can be synthesized at a temperature of 900°C or higher under a reducing 
atmosphere. All particles of the core-shell structure used in this chapter were syn-
thesized in one-step through the same process of synthesizing electrode powder of a 
single composition by including all desired compositions in the solution. The particles 
maintained spherical shape, because the synthesis was performed without a sepa-
rate post-processing for composite powder synthesis. The particle morphology was 
observed through scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM), and crystal structure analysis was performed with X-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD). In addition, by analyzing energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) map-
ping through scanning transmission electron (STEM), the composition of the surface 
and the inside was observed. The powder thus synthesized was prepared into paste, 
screen-printed, and then heat-treated at a uniform temperature to form an electrode 
layer. The specific resistivities of these heat-treated electrodes were measured and 
compared through the four-point probe method.

3. Conductive Ag-glass composite powder

Ag has very high conductivity, and thus, it has been used as an electrode for solar 
cells and various electric circuits [18–20].

The electrode layer formed is mixed with glass frit and an inorganic binder in 
addition to the conductive powder and organic binder to form a paste through heat 
treatment after printing. The glass frit plays an important role when sintering power 
by acting as a pool of liquid sintering agent, as well as in densification by helping to 
form an electrode layer without pores between the powders. Since a small amount 
(The mixing ratio of the conductive powder of the electrode and the glass frit is 
generally at least 8–20 times different) is added compared to the conductive powder, 
it is very difficult to evenly disperse it throughout. In addition, when a large amount 
is added to evenly disperse the entire electrode layer, the content of the conductive 
powder must be relatively low due to the density of the paste, which causes a problem 
of lowering the conductivity. In order to overcome this problem, the electrode powder 
synthesis technology in which glass and Ag powder are composited into a core-shell 

Figure 1. 
Formation mechanism of silver-glass composite powder [21].
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structure using the spray pyrolysis process has been reported in several papers 
[21–24]. Composite powders of this structure are manufactured by mixing silver 
nitrate and a salt comprising glass in a precursor solution under the same process of 
synthesizing powder (pure Ag) through ultrasonic spray pyrolysis process, as shown 
in Figure 1. It is analyzed that during the pyrolysis and melting process, the glass 
is pushed into the shell due to the density difference between glass and Ag (glass: 
2.4–2.8 g/cm3, Ag: 10.5 g/cm3), forming a core-shell structure. Structural analysis of 
these particles showed that glass is present on the surface by comparing the composi-
tion of the shell and core in the DES analysis using STEM, as shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. 
Element mapping and EDS results of the composite powder [21].
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For the electrode layer thus formed, the effect of the composite powder on the densi-
fication of the electrode was analyzed through SEM and resistivity analysis as shown 
in Figure 3. As can be confirmed from the SEM analysis, in the electrode layer using 
only Ag powder, there are several pores without complete connection between the Ag 
particles, whereas in the case of the electrode layer using the composite powder, the 
pores on the surface of the electrode layer are significantly reduced, and the contact 
force between the electrode powders is improved. The specific resistances of the 
electrodes formed using Ag powder, Ag powder and spherical glass powder mixture, 
and Ag-glass composite powder were 19 μΩ∙cm, 9 μΩ∙cm, and 3.6 μΩ∙cm, respec-
tively. The specific resistivity was lowered to approximately 50% compared to using 
only Ag, and approximately 40% compared to the composite powder through ideal 

Figure 3. 
SEM photographs of surfaces and specific resistivity of silver conducting films sintered at a temperature of 450°C [21].

Figure 4. 
SEM photographs of surfaces of silver conducting films with various contents of glass sintered at a temperature of 
400 and 550°C [24].
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dispersing glass frit. This shows that the composite power has the effect of improving 
conductivity by enhancing the density of the electrode.

Although glass frit can be advantageous in facilitating sintering, it is an amor-
phous oxide, and should be applied in a minimum amount. Therefore, studies have 
been reported on the content of glass compared to Ag. Since composite powders can 
ideally disperse glass and Ag, a previous study observed the density of the electrode 
according to the glass wt.% through SEM. Further, the effect of glass content on the 
heat treatment temperature for the electrode was also investigated [24]. As shown in 
Figure 4, an increase in the glass content had a positive effect on the electrode density 
improvement, and the lowest glass content varied depending on the post-heat treat-
ment temperature. In the results of this study, 5.3 and 2.3 μΩ∙cm showed the lowest 
resistivity values at post-treatment temperatures of 400 and 550°C, respectively, as 
shown in Figure 5. Moreover, the glass content was 3 wt.% and 1 wt.%.

4. Air stable coated copper powder

Ag powder has high utility, but the price of precious metal raw materials is high. 
Thus, the demand for metals to replace Ag is continuously increasing [25, 26]. 
Copper, which is relatively inexpensive and has low resistivity, can be used as an 
alternative, but low atmospheric stability is a major problem. In addition, as the 
size decreases, the specific surface area increases, and thus, the oxidation problem 
becomes more pronounced.

In order to solve this problem, efforts have been made to improve atmospheric 
stability by coating surfactants, conductive polymers, silver, titanium, silica, etc. 
[27–35]. However, such attempts have led to lowering the conductivity. Further, 
the method of coating the copper surface with metal requires an additional coating 

Figure 5. 
Specific resistance of silver conducting thick films as a function of sintering temperature and content of glass 
additive.
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process after synthesizing the copper powder, which increases the production cost 
in industrial applications. In addition, these methods present a difficulty in realizing 
uniform coating.

In this study, a technique for synthesizing coated copper composite particles 
using the spray pyrolysis process was studied in order to solve problems such as low 
atmospheric stability, complicated process, and uniform coating. The Cu composite 
particles developed in this study were prepared into a mixed solution by simultane-
ously adding copper nitrate trihydrate and silver nitrate salt for producing Ag-coated 
Cu powder when preparing the precursor solution to be input to the droplet generating 
device. And hydrogen mixed gas was used as carrier gas for reduction and synthesiz-
ing silver-coated copper powder [36]. The melting points of Ag and Cu are 962 and 
1084°C, respectively. The results of this study showed that when the synthesis was 
conducted at 900°C, Cu remained in the core, and Ag was uniformly pushed to the 
surface. This is because Ag with a lower melting point has relatively better mobility. 
Figure 6 shows the result of evaluating the air stability of these uncoated particles, 
after being left in the atmosphere for 1 month. The uncoated bare Cu powder devel-
oped substantial surface irregularities due to oxidation, and its HRTEM elemental 
profile showed that the oxygen peak on the surface was relatively higher than that on 
the inside. Further, as shown in Figure 7, the surface analysis of the coated particles 
after 1 month showed smooth characteristics similar to the initial stage, and the 
HRTEM analysis showed lattice spacing (Ag on the surface and Cu on the core). The 
elemental profile also confirmed atmospheric stability, showing relatively high Ag on 
the surface and no major change in oxygen peak. Figure 8a shows the sheet resistances 
of the electrode according to the Ag content of the Ag-coated Cu electrode layer. All 
samples were sintered at 700°C for 10 min under N2 atmosphere. In Figure 8a, the 
sheet resistance value showed the lowest value of 2 mΩ square−1 when Ag was 15 wt.%, 
which showed the characteristic that the porosity of the electrode was low, as shown in 
Figure 8c. When Ag was as high as 50 wt.%, large pores were exhibited due to the high 
mobility of Ag, and the sheet resistance value increased.

Glass-coated Cu particles have been proposed as another structure for synthesiz-
ing particles with improved atmospheric stability and electrode properties [37]. In the 
reported study, one-pot synthesis was performed using the spray pyrolysis process 
in the same manner as the previously shown process. To prepare glass-coated copper 
particles, The precursor solution was obtained by combining copper nitrate trihydrate 

Figure 6. 
(a) SEM image, (b) element profile of bare copper particles after 1-month exposure to air [36].
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(Cu(NO3)2∙3H2O), barium carbonate (BaCO3), tetraethyl orthosilicate (SiC8H20O4), and 
boric acid (H3BO3). The content of the glass precursors in the Cu@BBS particles was 
varied such that the final weight portion of the glass comprised 0.5–10 wt% of the Cu.

In the Cu electrode, the glass material also serves as an inorganic binder, helping 
the electrode sinter to increase the density of the electrode, and as an auxiliary agent 
to improve the electrode conductivity. It simultaneously acts as an inorganic binder 
and passivation to derive two positive effects in the case of Cu, enabling the synthesis 
of Cu particles without an additional process, which provides several advantages for 
mass production.

Figure 9 shows the synthesis process of Cu@BBS particles synthesized in the 
core-shell structure by the one-pot spray pyrolysis process. It was analyzed that CuOx 
is changed to Cu during dry pyrolysis in a reducing atmosphere, and the materials 
constituting BBS that are not easily reduced are formed into BBS glass. Then, Cu is 
pushed to the center, and BBS glass is pushed to the surface due to the difference in 
melting point.

As shown in Figure 10, the surface of the synthesized particles was uniformly 
coated, and the coating layer was amorphous. In addition, the resistance values were 
compared by forming an electrode using the powder before and after coating, and the 
Cu and Cu@BBS particles exposure to air for 1 month, followed by heat treatment. As 
a result, the resistance values of bare Cu and Cu@BBS particles were lowered to 5.1 and 

Figure 7. 
(a) SEM, (b) TEM, (c) HRTEM images of 20 wt.% silver coated copper, and (d) element profile across the 
particle diameter direction. The sample was exposed to air for 1 month [36].
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Figure 9. 
(a) Experimental setup for ultrasonic spray pyrolysis used in the current investigation. (b) Formation of BBS 
glass-coated copper particles by phase segregation [37].

Figure 8. 
(a) Sheet resistance of conducting films obtained from silver-coated copper particles with various loadings 
of silver, sintered at 700°C for 10 min in N2 atmosphere. SEM photographs of surface section of the prepared 
conductive films obtained from (b) bare copper, (c) 15 wt.%, and (d) 50 wt.% silver-coated particles [36].
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2.01 μΩ∙cm, respectively, and those for the electrodes formed after 1 month of exposure 
were 18.3 and 2.26 μΩ∙cm, respectively. As a result, the resistivity of bare Cu particles 
and Cu@BBS particles was lowered to 5.1 and 2.01 μΩ∙cm, respectively, and after 
1 month of exposure, these values were 18.3 and 2.26 μΩ∙cm, respectively. Thus, the 
resistivity of the electrode comprising bare Cu increased by approximately three times 
or more than that of the existing electrode, while the Cu@BBS particle showed similar 
resistivity and presented improved atmospheric stability and electrode characteristics.

5. Conclusions

The ultrasonic spray pyrolysis process simultaneously utilizes the advantages of the 
bottom-up, liquid-phase, and gas phase methods. It involves the steps of placing the 
desired raw material in a solvent to prepare a solution, generating fine droplets using 

Figure 10. 
(a) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of Cu@BBS particles (b) high-resolution TEM image 
magnified from the red box in (a) showing the amorphous coating layer and (c) resistivities of Cu conductive 
films based on bare Cu particles and Cu@BBS particles (measured after sintering at 800°C for 10 min under N2 
atmosphere) [37].
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an ultrasonic generator, and passing through a high-temperature heating furnace to 
synthesize particles within seconds via thermal decomposition. Since the process uses 
a solution by adding a desired metal salt, it is possible to uniformly distribute the mate-
rial of the desired composition in a single particle. Furthermore, it is an advantageous 
process for synthesizing particles of complex structures that are difficult to synthesize 
top-down in one-pot through only process control of fine metal composite particles.

In this chapter, the process of synthesizing Ag and Cu particles, which are mainly 
used as electrodes, with glass, one of the electrode components, and the process of 
synthesizing silver-coated copper powder are summarized. All the composite elec-
trode powders showed the advantage of synthesis in the same process as the electrode 
powder manufacturing process without a coating layer, and all of the samples showed 
superior electrical properties and atmospheric stability compared to bare powders.

From the results presented in this chapter, it can be inferred that the ultrasonic spray 
pyrolysis process can be used to synthesize not only single metals, but also various types 
of composite metal powders utilizing differences in density and melting point.
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Chapter 2

Features of the Powder
Application in Direct Laser
Deposition Technology
Marina Gushchina, Olga Klimova-Korsmik and Gleb Turichin

Abstract

The chapter presents the basic aspects of the use of metal powders in one of the
main additive technologies—direct laser deposition (DLD). Direct laser deposition
refers to a group of direct energy deposition (DED) methods and is analogous to Laser
Metal Deposition (LMD) technology. The main requirements applied to DLD used
metal powders are analyzed and substantiated. The influence of the basic properties of
the powders on the quality of the deposited samples is demonstrated. An example of
incoming quality control of powders, allowing its application in DLD technology, is
presented. The results of experimental research on obtaining quality control samples
for the most used metallic materials are presented. The results of structure and prop-
erties studies for the main groups of alloys based on iron, nickel, and titanium are
shown. The potential for manufacturing products for various areas of industry using
DLD has been demonstrated.

Keywords: direct energy deposition, direct laser deposition, metal powder, structure,
properties, alloys

1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) is one of the fastest growing areas today [1–3]. This
interest is dictated by the high demand from the part of the industry. However, now
there are high requirements for additive manufacturing products, including AM tech-
nology. It should be noted that despite the prospects of introducing AM technologies
into real production and substitution for some subtractive methods for the real appli-
cation, a high number of parameters that affect the quality of the final product still
have to be considered [4]. Laser-Direct Energy Deposition (L-DED) is one of the
examples such AM technology. Many researchers at the stage of commissioning tech-
nology into real parts production have difficulties that are associated with the neces-
sity for many parameters control, which can be divided into the following groups:

• machine specification (laser type, shielding gas, laser beam radius, alarms, and
interlocks, etc.)
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• process and environmental state (thermal history, substrate temperature
distribution, laser state, chamber pressure and temperature distribution, melt
pool temperature, etc.)

• Powder/material (impurity, size distribution, shape, powder type, fraction, etc.);

• Process parameters (power, powder feed rate, scanning speed, etc.);

• Motion and process control (dwell time, hatch spacing, build strategy, layer
thickness, etc.).

All of the abovementioned parameters have a high impact on the quality and
performance of laser-based AM technologies [5, 6]. Errors in selected parameters or
inadequate control can lead to large losses of both operating hours of expensive
equipment and large volumes of powder material. This chapter discusses the basic
requirements of L-DED technology for initial powder materials, as well as the basic
powder control methods that can minimize the number of defective products during
additive manufacturing.

Figure 1 shows the main characteristics of metal powders that can affect the
quality of the laser direct energy deposited products. The combination of these factors
can significantly affect the properties of the items and its performance. The properties
of products are reduced not only because of the formation of defects such us of pores
and cracks, but also because of changes in the phase composition and structure of the
metals and its alloys. Impurities such as hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen as interstitial
atoms change the crystal lattice parameters and lead to a change in the phase compo-
sition, as well as to a significant embrittlement of the material.

A high hydrogen content, for example, can lead to the formation of cold cracks. In
titanium alloys, a high oxygen content not only increases the hardness and leads to the
formation of titanium oxides, but also, as a stabilizer of the α-phase can change the
phase composition of the alloy. A change in the content of niobium in the Inconel 718
alloy leads to a change in the phase composition, since niobium can form many phases
(gamma, delta phase, carbides, and leaves phase). Depending on the concentrations of
niobium, a different quantitative relation of phases can be formed in deposited
Inconel 718 alloy. This significantly affects the properties of the final product.

All properties of powders, both physical and chemical, depend on the
manufacturing process and the parameters of the corresponding process.

Figure 1.
Influence of metal powders characteristics on defects formation in L-DED materials.
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Among the various production methods, several technologies are usable for the
manufacturing of powders suitable for L-DED technology.

1.Gas atomization (GA). There are few melting mechanisms for gas atomization.
Inductive heating (Figure 2a), plasma torch (Figure 2b), rotating rode (EIGA)
(Figure 2c);

2.Plasma atomization, PA (Figure 2d);

3.Plasma Rotating Electrode Process, PREP (Figure 2e);

4.Water atomization (WA).

Powders produced by water atomization technology are limited used for
L-DED technologies. Reason is that water-atomized powders are non-spherical
and are usually have an irregular shape with an average particle size of about
100 μm [8].

In gas atomization, liquid metal is dispersed with using a high-speed gas stream
(air, nitrogen, argon, or helium). In gas atomization, the metal or alloy is melted in a
melting chamber filled with an inert gas. Molten metal poured in a controlled mode
through a sprayer. Jet of inert gas is broken the flow of liquid metal into spherical
powder particles under high pressure, which solidify in flight (Figure 2a–c). The
particles have the same chemical composition as the molten stream. Gas atomization
processes can be classified by the heating method as well as by the design of the nozzle
used. The most commonly encountered nozzle types in the production of metal
powders for additive manufacturing are the free-fall nozzle, the close coupled nozzle,
and the De Laval nozzle. The combination of parameters of gas atomization processes
largely determines the shape and size of powder particles. The pressure of the
spheroidizing gas determines the size of the powder and the quality of its surface.
Gas atomization methods are characterized by the satellites formation on the particles
surface. Satellites are formed during the collision of small particles with partially molten
larger particles during gas circulation in the spray chamber. Another disadvantage of
gas atomization methods is the possibility of forming internal porosity, which is formed
because of the capture of the gas used for sputtering by liquid metal [9]. Satellites and

Figure 2.
Metal powders manufacturing technologies: (a) gas atomization with inductive heating, (b) gas atomization with
plasma torch, (c) electrode inert gas atomization, (d) plasma atomization, and (e) plasma rotating electrode
process [7].
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internal pores during the AM process are also inherited in deposited material from
gas-atomized powders that lead to reduction of the mechanical properties. In addition,
some studies have shown that an increase in the number of satellites can affect the
behavior of particles in the gas flow, which also leads to the formation of porosity in the
metal [10].

Plasma atomization technology realizes by plasma melting of the wire. The spheri-
cal powder particles are formed when molten droplets are cooled [11]. The main
parameter of plasma atomization process is the thermal power of the plasma arc, which
depends on the current force and the rate of plasma gas supply. In addition, the quality
of the PA metal powders depends on the cooling rate, which is determined both by the
thermophysical characteristics of the sprayed material and its heat exchange with the
environment surrounding the particle [12, 13]. Powders manufactured by plasma
atomization (PA) are free from satellites and have a higher quality than powders got by
gas atomization. The PA disadvantage is the relatively low process of productivity
compared to gas atomization. This technology is most promising for the production of
titanium and titanium alloys powders [14, 15]. Another minor disadvantage is only
powder alloys available as wire can be made by PA.

Plasma rotating electrode process (PREP) is a centrifugal atomization method
[16]. The metal melted at the end of the rod billet moves to the periphery under the
action of centrifugal forces. As the metal accumulates in the rod surface, the cen-
trifugal forces acting on the melt increase and at some point exceed the surface
tension forces. The metal is sprayed. Flow rate of the melt influence on the mode of
drop formation.

It is also worth mentioning that the particle size can be controlled by the electrical
current applied to the plasma arc and the distance between the tip of the plasma gun
and the end of the rod. In PREP, the droplets fly radially away from the metal surface
in a centrifugal force; in other words, it moves in order, so the chance of collisions of
droplets and particles to form satellites is very low.

Figure 3 shows powder surface for AM depending on manufacturing technology.

Figure 3.
Powder surface: (a) iron powders produced by water atomization; (b) 316 L powders produced by gas
atomization; (c) 316 L powders produced by plasma atomization; and (d) Ti-6Al-4 V powders produced by
plasma rotating electrode process.
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2. Metal powder materials for the DLD process, requirements

2.1 Size distribution

Various methods can determine the size distribution of powders, including using
the laser analyzer (Figure 4a), measurement of the particle’s projection from scanning
electron microscope (Figure 4b–d) or optical microscope images or by sieve analysis.

Predominantly, the size distribution should be normal unimodal. However, in
some powders, a bimodal distribution can be observed (Figure 4c). Experimental
works have shown that there is no effect of the bimodality of the powder distribution
on the change in the properties and structure of the L-DEDmaterial. However, several
features were found related to the influence on the structure and formation of defects
of such parameters as the width of the powder fraction and particle size.

For L-DED technology, usually use following particle size distribution: 45–100 μm,
100–150 μm, 100–180 μm. Wide range of the fractional composition is possible
depending on the manufacturer. However, it is not recommended to use powders
smaller than 45 microns, because of a decrease in the flow rate of powder. Such
powders lead to contamination of the supply system and the formation of various
defects subsequently. The conducted studies also showed that the powder fraction has
influenced the surface roughness [17]. Figure 5 shows the influence of the powder
fraction on the surface quality.

For L-DED technology, usually use following particle size distribution: 45–100 μm,
100–150 μm, 100–180 μm. Wide range of the fractional compositions are possible
depending on the manufacturer. Nevertheless, it is not recommended to use powders
smaller than 45 microns, due to a decrease in flow rate of powder. Such powders lead
to contamination of the supply system and the formation of various defects subse-
quently. The conducted studies also showed that the powder fraction has an effect on
the surface roughness [17]. Figure 5 shows the influence of the powder fraction on the
surface quality. Sample surface deposited fromTi-6Al-4 V powder with (a) fraction
45–90 μm (b) fraction 106–180 μm.

Figure 4.
Particle size distribution of nickel-based superalloy: (а) laser diffraction method (fraction of 45–100 μm), and
(b–d) graphical method with using SEM images.
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It can be seen from Figure 5 that the layers formed from coarse powder are less
stable, while the roughness of thin walls is higher (Figure 5b). At the same time, the
fine particles create a stable melt pool, resulting in a smoother surface (Figure 5a). In
addition, large particles themselves introduce roughness equal to their size. An
increase in roughness has negative effect the mechanical properties. That influence
was shown experimentally. The effect of surface quality on mechanical properties was
demonstrated on thin walls. Part of deposited walls was tested without treatment
while the other part was polished mechanically. Table 1 shows the deposition mode
used to obtain the experimental samples. Figure 6 presents test specimens.

The samples before and after treatment were tested on uniaxial tension on a Zwick
installation model Roell Z100. Test temperature was 26°С. The results of investigation
are presented in Table 2. It can be seen from Table 2 that the roughness has a
significant influence on the results of mechanical tests.

Figure 5.
Sample surface deposited fromTi-6Al-4 V powder with (a) fraction 45–90 μm, and (b) fraction 106–180 μm.

Figure 6.
Sample with roughness removed (top) and untreated (bottom).

Laser power, W Speed, mm/s Laser spot size, mm Gas flow, l/min Layer height, mm

1300 25 3 12.5 0.5

Table 1.
L-DED mode parameters for Ti-6Al-4 V sample production for mechanical tests.

Before treatment After treatment

Tensile strength, MPa Elongation, % Tensile strength, MPa Elongation, %

1007 6 1050 8

Table 2.
Mechanical test results of L-DED Ti-6Al-4 V samples.
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Particle size distribution also can affect the size factor of the structure, for
example, the grain size. In the work of the authors present results [18] of powder size
influence on the grain size for L-DED Ti-6Al-4 V titanium alloy (Figure 7). Wide
powders fraction is also undesirable for an L-DED process. For example, a low laser
power level can be not enough for melting particles that are too large. That led to
incomplete particle melting, which can, among other things, cause effects spatter
formation or powder island formation [19]. The presence of high-heat oxide films on
the particle surface has the same effect. Such processes reduce the stability of the
L-DED process and reduce the quality of the deposited parts as well as the process
efficiency.

2.2 Chemical composition

The chemical composition of powder determines the structure and phase compo-
sition of the systems under consideration. As a rule, deviations from the required
composition and content of alloying elements can lead not only to a change in the
required properties, but also to a decrease in the material’s processability for the L-
DED process. For example, an excess of vanadium content in the Ti-6Al-4 V titanium
alloy can lead to a decrease in ductility during deposition, which in turn leads to
premature failure of the product during printing.

A change in the content of the main alloying elements in 321 stainless steel leads to
a change in the content of phases in the structure of the deposited material. Table 1
shows the chemical composition of steel 321 powders of different batches (labeled #1
and #2). The nickel content in powder #2 is lower than those required by the ASTM
A276-98b 321 [20].

It can be seen on the X-ray diffraction pattern of the powder, the content for
powder # 2 of the austenite phase was 55% and ferrite was 45% (Figure 8).

Figure 7.
L-DED Ti-6Al-4 V alloy: (a) microstructure of L-DED Ti-6Al-4 V obtained from 45 to 100 μm fraction
powder, (b) SEM image of powder, fraction 45–100 μm, (c) size distribution of powder, fraction 45–100 μm, (d)
microstructure of L-DED Ti-6Al-4 V obtained from 45 to 100 μm fraction powder, (e) SEM image of powder,
fraction 180–200 μm, and (f) size distribution of powder, fraction 180–200 μm.
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An increase in the content of the ferrite leads to a change in the properties of the
material, including magnetic ones. This behavior, among other things, leads to pow-
der flow in the supply systems is deviated because of the increased magnetization of
small powder particles. In this case, the stability of the deposition process and wall
formation is impaired (Table 3).

Impurities also have a significant affect the structure during the deposition pro-
cess, not only the main alloying elements content. For example, a slight increase in the
iron content in a nickel superalloy leads to the crack’s formation in the deposited
material. An increase in the iron content in the alloy, even a slight one, can lead to the
formation of the Laves phase, which in turn leads to the formation of cracks [21, 22].

It was experimentally shown that in EP 648 nickel superalloy powders, an increase
in the iron content (Table 4) led to the formation of cracks in L-DED material, as
shown on Figure 9. Samples #1, #2, #3 were deposited using similar process parame-
ters. The formation of porosity, as will be shown in the next chapter, is caused by
internal porosity and the presence of satellites on the surface of the powders.

Figure 8.
X-ray diffraction pattern of the deposited 321 steel sample.

Sample Chemical composition, wt. %

C Si Mn Ni S P Cr Ti Cu Fe

321 #1 0,03 0,42 1,06 9,65 0,0018 0,028 18,16 0,52 0,03 bal.

321 #2 0,044 0,41 1,21 8,06 0,013 0,036 18,30

ASTM A276-98b 321* ≤0,08 ≤1 ≤2 9–12 ≤0,03 ≤0,045 17–19 ≤0,8 ≤0,3
*ASTM A276-06 Standard Specification for Stainless Steel Bars and Shapes.

Table 3.
Chemical composition of 321 steel powders.
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Harmful impurities of light elements also have a significant impact on the quality
of the material.

2.3 Foreign inclusions on the surface of the particles and inside

During the production of powders, various non-metallic inclusions can form, both
on the surface of the particles and inside. Such inclusions can have different properties
and, to varying degrees, affect the formation of the structure and the properties of the
deposition material.

Figure 10 shows microstructure and chemical composition measuring results of
powder and L-DED material got with using scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

The results demonstrate the heredity of inclusions (presumably Cr2O3) that are
found in the initial powders on the structure of the deposited material. Such inclusions
are formed during the powder manufacturing process and can have a negative effect
on the properties of the finished material. Therefore, their control is very important in
the powder’s study.

2.4 Powder particle shape

The recommended and desired shape of the powder particles is spherical or
subspherical. This form of particles allows to get the best fluidity in L-DED systems.
Figure 11 shows the classification of particles according to their possible shape. As a
rule, the particle sphericity can be expressed numerically in terms of the ratio of the
maximum particle length to the minimum (lmax/lmin).

In practice, powders with an angular shape but larger than 45 μm are also used and
show good results for L-DED process of composite materials (Figure 12) [23].

Chemical composition, wt. %

Al Ti Cr Fe Ni Nb Mo W

1 0,93 0,76 34,50 — 55,65 0,51 2,74 4,90

2 0,85 0,98 33,99 0,55 54,50 0,78 2,86 5,49

3 0,98 1,03 33,79 0,32 53,32 0,78 2,44 4,84

Table 4.
Chemical composition of different EP 648 superalloy powders.

Figure 9.
Optical image of L-DED EP 648 superalloy microstructure obtained from powder with different Fe content.
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Figure 11.
Powder particle form classification.

Figure 10.
SEM (BSE) image and EDS analyze the results of high-entropy alloy for (a) powder surface, and (b) L-DED
structure.

Figure 12.
L-DED of metal composite material Ti-6Al-4 V/SiC SEM image (a) SiC powder, (b) cross section of deposited
composite, and (c) fracture surface of deposited composite.
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Powders that are spherical or subspherical and have large number of satellites or
internal porosity on the surface are undesirable to use. It has been repeatedly experi-
mentally shown that such powders lead to the formation of porosity in L-DED sam-
ples to a large extent (Figure 3). Powders consisting entirely of rod-like, acicular,
laminar, and dendriform (irregular) particles are unacceptable for L-DED technology.
However, particles of this shape are found in spherical powders and its content should
be only 10% of such particles in the total mass of the powder is acceptable.

2.5 Incoming powder inspection

Based on experimental data incoming powder inspection methodology was devel-
oped that can use quality control. Incoming powder inspection should be carried out
under the documentation developed by the technology manufacturer.

Incoming powder inspection includes several main steps:

1.Acceptance of powder and verification of regulatory documentation. Checking
the condition of the package (container) for the absence of mechanical damage
and traces of unauthorized opening of the package;

2.Checking the presence and legibility of the marking, the conformity of the name
and marking on the product (packaging), and the information in the enclosed
documents.

3.Quality control of metal powders.

Quality control of metal powder is an integral part at the initial stage of items
development for L-DED process.

The main stages of powder quality control include:

• Powder Particle Surface Analysis.

◦ Particle size measurement (determination of particle size distribution).

◦ Determining the shape of the particles.

◦ Determination of particle defects and their description.

• Analysis of the chemical composition.

◦ Determination of the main alloying elements.

◦ Determination of the impurities content.

• Powder Fluidity Determination.

• Determination of water content.

SEM or optical images usually using for control of powder particle surface.
Particle size measurement methods were discussed in the Section 1.1. Shape of
particles is determinate according to classification presented in Figure 11, Section 1.4.
The number of particles of spherical and other shapes is determined by agreement
between the consumer and the supplier.
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Particle defects include deviations from the spherical shape of the particles, the
presence of satellites, craters, and oxidation spots on the surface, the presence of
pores, voids, and inclusions in the particles.

Determination of the main alloying elements is carried out using energy-dispersive
spectrometry under ISO 22309:2011 «Microbeam analysis—Quantitative analysis
using energy-dispersive spectrometry (EDS) for elements with an atomic number of
11 (Na) or above [24]. Quantitative analysis requires preparation of a cross section of
powder particles to provide a plane-parallel surface perpendicularly placed to the
electron beam. The content of the main alloying elements of the powder alloys must
comply with the requirements of regulatory documents (ASTM, ISO, GOST, technical
conditions, etc.).

Determination of the content of oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon, sulfur
elements is carried out under ASTM E1019-11 [25]. The content of O2, N2, and H2

must comply with the requirements of ASTM, ISO, GOST, technical conditions, etc. If
the content of O2, N2, and H2 is not regulated for the powder alloy, the concentrations
of these elements are included in the report for information. The content of sulfur and
carbon is carried out for individual grades of high-alloy steels and high-temperature
nickel alloys under the relevant standards (for example, ASTM-E1941 [26]).

Powder flow rate can be evaluated according to ASTM B213-20 [27]. The
recommended powder flow rate for L-DED equipment and laser cladding should not
exceed 30 s.

3. Laser direct energy deposition for standard construction alloys

3.1 Steels

At the moment, iron-based alloys are actively used in additive manufacturing. Steels
are mainly used in the form of a spherical powder in the DED and PBF technologies [28]
and also in the form of a wire in the EBM [29], WAAM [30]. The application of the
austenitic stainless steels class for additive manufacturing has been the most attractive.
Martensitic transformation in these steels is absent and that allows to use them almost
with no problems during deposition an air atmosphere [31]. It should be noted that the
requirements for the chemical composition of steels, especially for the content of light
impurity, should be strictly kept. It is also should control oxygen and trying to minimize
it in powders to a level of 0.02%. When the porosity high level is observed in L-DED
material, it is worth checking a sulfur, phosphorus, and nitrogen content.

Other steels classes, such as high-tensile-strength carbon steels and maraging
steels, require more attention before using for manufacturing by the L-DED process.
Development of post-processing is also necessary for that steel class. Steels with a high
carbon content, which in turn are most often limited or difficult-to-weld, require
careful selection of the process mode to avoid cracking because of a high level of stress
during uneven heating and cooling [2, 32, 33]. Additional heating may also be required
to equalize the temperature field [34].

Steels used for welded structures are best suited for the additive process.
To select the heat treatment parameters for a particular as-deposited alloy, one

should rely on data already developed for other technological processes (rolling, cast-
ing). However, standard parameters should be considered as a starting point and
research should be carried out to correct the modes of annealing, hardening, and
tempering. Parameters such as temperature, time, cooling rate may change up or down.
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3.1.1 Input control of steel

In order to use steel powder in additive manufacturing, the first step is to ensure
that the powder meets several requirements listed in the incoming inspection chapter.
Powders got by the PREP and PA methods have the best quality. However, PREP is
practically not used to produce steel powders because of the high cost of the process.
Plasma atomization will, of course, be the best option (Figure 13).

It is worth paying attention to the content of impurities of light elements. The
content of sulfur and phosphorus should be only 0.01 wt.%. The oxygen content is
often not regulated by guidelines; however, for steel powders for additive
manufacturing, it should be controlled, its content in steel should not exceed
0.02 wt.%. An increased amount of oxygen indicates the presence of oxide inclusions
on the surface and inside the powder.

As a result, inclusions that were on the surface and inside the powders will be
detected in the structure of the grown samples. Their localization may be different,
but mainly at the boundary of the layers.

The high content of satellites in steel powders got by gas atomization can lead to
the appearance of defects in the form of pores and non-fusion in steels. In general, gas
porosity is the most common defect found in steels got with the help of L-DED.
However, a small number of individual pores or an accumulation of small pores
practically does not affect the mechanical characteristics.

During L-DED of non-stainless steels, it is worth using vacuum drying of powders.
In the case of suspected high humidity of powders, for example, in the presence of
condensate inside the can or low fluidity of powders in the absence of many satellites
on the surface of the particles, it is worthwhile to vacuum dry the powders between
120 and 140°C and at least under low vacuum.

3.2 Nickel-based alloys

Nickel-based alloys are distributed the same as steel for additive manufacturing.
But developed nickel alloys quantity list is the leading position for application in
industry compared to the nomenclature of steels [35–37]. Main interests are
heat-resistant nickel alloys [38–40], the microstructure of which is a complexly
alloyed γ-solid solution of nickel and dispersed particles based on intermetallic
compounds (γ0-phase Ni3(Al,Ti) and γ00-phase Ni3Nb).

Multicomponent alloying of the γ-solution and γ’-phase/γ00-phase is carried out in
such a way as to ensure high phase and structural stability of the alloy [41]. Using

Figure 13.
Additive manufacturing of 304 steel (a) plasma atomized powder, and (b) L-DED 304 steel.
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concentrated energy sources introduces their own characteristics into the processes of
structure formation and significantly affects the mechanical properties of the mate-
rial. Al, Ti, Nb, and Ta are responsible for the content of the γ0-phase and γ00-phase in
nickel alloys. However, for materials used in additive manufacturing, it is
recommended to use additional heating, for example, induction, if the total amount of
Al, Ti in them exceeds 5 wt.%.

Strengthening of the γ-solid solution is achieved by alloyingwith using Co, Cr, Fe,Mo,
W, Ta, Re. Strengthening of the grain boundaries is achieved by separating MC-type
carbides based on Nb, Ti, Zr, as well as by selective microalloying of B, N, and rare earth
metals (REM Y, La, Ce). High heat resistance of the material, grain boundary precipitates
should be globular, have a size of 1 μm or less, and be dispersed along the grain bound-
aries, but at the same time they should not form a continuous grid. The possibility of
formation of undesirable phases (σ-, μ-phases, Laves phases) should be minimized.

Despite the above difficulties, the use of additive methods for the manufacturing
of products from heat-resistant nickel alloys is justified.

3.2.1 Input control of nickel-based alloys

Before using nickel-based alloy powders in additive manufacturing, the first step is
to ensure that the powder corresponds a number of requirements listed in the incom-
ing inspection chapter. Exclusively PREP and PA processes to avoid high oxide con-
tent (Figure 14) should produce nickel alloy powders with high Al and Ti content.

Figure 14.
Inconel 718 powder (a) PREP, (b) GA, (c) L-DED microstructure from PREP powder, and (d) L-DED
microstructure from GA powder.
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Defects in Nickel Alloys got by the L-DED technology.
For nickel alloys, as well as for steels, the content of some light elements should be

strictly regulated: no more than 0.01 wt.% S and P, no more than 0.02% O. An
increased amount of oxygen is usually associated with the presence of oxide inclusions
on the surface and inside the powder. As a result, inclusions that were on the surface
and inside the powders will be detected in the structure of the deposited samples.
Their localization can be different, but mainly they are localized at the layer’s bound-
aries. Also, the internal porosity of the powder, which occurs in powders got by the
GA method, will negatively affect (Figure 15).

3.3 Titanium alloys

Wide interest in the titanium and titanium alloys associated with a unique range of
characteristics. At the same time, they are difficult to process. As a result, they are
widely used in additive manufacturing.

Features of titanium alloys also appear in the production of powders. Only inert
gases can be used for protection and as energy carriers in the production of powders.

The most studied and widespread titanium alloy is Ti-6Al-4 V alloy [41–44].
However, there are also works by the authors on the use of other titanium powders in
additive manufacturing [45–47].

Many studies have shown dependence of the L-DED process parameters on the
structure and properties formation in titanium alloys [48–51].

Figure 15.
Nickel-based alloy EP648 powder (a) IGA, (b) EIGA, (c) L-DED microstructure from IGA powder, and
(d) L-DED microstructure from EIGA powder.
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3.3.1 Input control of titanium alloys

The main attention in the input control of titanium powders is paid to the
content of light impurities. Input control is carried out under the methodology
presented in Section 1.6. Also, basic information on titanium powders can be found
in ASTM B988–13 [51].

Opposed from steels and nickel superalloys, the low thermal conductivity of tita-
nium causes the particle size of the powder to affect the grain size in the L-DED
structure. This was shown in Section 1.1.

Since powders of titanium alloys are got by plasma atomization and PREP, they are
characterized by a low content of satellites on the surface. The main problem encoun-
tered in such powders is the variation in chemical composition.

Figure 16 shows SEM images of the surface of various powders, numbered
respectively A1, A2, B1, B2.

The results of the study of L-DED material obtained from the considered powders
showed that the most significant influence is exerted by light impurities in the powder
[18]. Figure 17 shows that powder B1 has an increased hydrogen content. This
high hydrogen content has a significant effect on increasing hardness and reducing
ductility, and porosity has also been found in the structure.

As can be seen from the L-DED figures, a sample made from a powder with a
high hydrogen content has low ductility. No significant effect of the fraction on the
properties was found.

Figure 16.
Images of the powder surface from a scanning electron microscope in BSE mode: (a) A1 powder (45–100 μm),
(b) A2 powder (106–180 μm), (c) B1 powder (45–100 μm), and (d) B2 powder (160–200 μm).

Figure 17.
Light impurities content influence on properties of L-DED Ti-6Al-4 V.
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3.4 Mechanical properties of L-DED material got from various powders

Practical experience in implementing of L-DED technology has demonstrated good
results in terms of material properties in a wide range of nomenclature. Tables 5–7
present the chemical composition of powders that have been successfully used to
produce products using the L-DED technology.

Alloy C S P Mn Cr Si Ni Cu V Mo W Fe

09CrNi2MoCu 0.08 <0.01 0.0015 0.6 0.7 0.37 2.2 0.7 0.15 0.35 0.03 base

06Cr15Ni4CuMo 0.06 0.015 0.015 0.9 15.5 0.40 4.4 1.5 — 0.28 —

316 L 0.03 0.015 0.02 0.8 17 0.6 16 — — 3 —

08MnCuNiV 0.1 0.04 0.035 1 0.3 0,4 — 1.2 — — —

28Cr3SiNiMoWV 0.31 <0.01 0.01 0.8 3.2 1.2 1.2 <0.15 0.15 0.5 1.2

09Cr16Ni4Nb 0.12 0.015 0.03 0.5 16.5 0.6 4.5 0.3 0.2 0.2

15-5P 0.07 0.03 0.04 1 15.5 1 5.5 4.5 — — —

Table 5.
Chemical composition of steel powders.

Alloy Al V Zr V Mo Fe O Si C N H Ti

Ti-7Al-2,5Zr-2,5 V-2Mo 7 2.5 2.5 2.5 2 0.25 0.15 0.15 0.1 0.05 0.015 base

Ti-6Al-4 V 6.8 5.3 — 5.3 — 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.05 0.015

CP-Ti — — — — — 0.25 0.2 0.1 0.07 0.04 0.01

Ti-5Al-2 V 5 2,5 0.3 2.5 — 0.25 0.15 0.12 0.1 0.04 0.006

Table 6.
Chemical composition of titanium powders.

Alloy Cr Mo Fe Nb W Mn Si Al Ti C B V Cu Co Ni

EI 698 13–16 2.8–3.2 <2 1.8–2.2 — <0.4 <0.6 1.3–1.7 2.35–2.75 <0.08 — — — — base

Inconel 718 21 3.3 base 5.5 — — — 0.8 1.15 0.08 0.006 — 0.3 — 55

Inconel 738 16.3 2 0.5 1.1 2.8 0.2 0.3 3.7 3.7 0.2 0.015 — — 9 base

EK 61 18.5 5 16 5.5 0.7 0.5 1.3 1 — — 0.6

BSh159 28 7.8 3 3.4 0.5 0.8 1.55 0.08 0.005 — 1

EP 648 35 3.3 4 5.3 0.5 0.4 1.1 1.1 0.1 0.008 1.1

Hynes 230 22 2 <3 0.5 14 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.015 —

GS32 5 5 — 5 10 — — 8 — 0.15 0.3 — 9.3

Inconel 625 23 10 5 4,15 — 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.1 — — — 1

Table 7.
Chemical composition of nickel-based powders.
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Most of the difficulties in deposition are solved by selecting technological param-
eters. The structure of L-DED materials has several features, but as a rule, heat
treatment solves the problems that arise (Table 8).

Material State Tensile
strength σВ,

MPa

Yield strength
σ0,2, MPa

Elongation
δ, %

Powder

Steels

09CrNi2MoCu L-DED 685 616 21,5 Gas atomized

L-DED + HT 665 598 21 Gas atomized

06Cr15Ni4CuMo L-DED 1086 888 8,35 Gas atomized

L-DED + HT 810 515 20 Gas atomized

08MnCuNiV L-DED 755 725 14 Gas atomized

L-DED + HT 517 444 26,5 Gas atomized

316 L L-DED 602 427 48,5 Gas atomized

L-DED + HT 575 392 66 Gas atomized

316 L L-DED 607 409 48,4 Plasma atomized

L-DED + HT 545 245 84,6 Plasma atomized

28Cr3SiNiMoWV L-DED 1667,2 1068,9 11,3 Gas atomized

09Cr16Ni4Nb L-DED 1451 1167 13,5 Gas atomized

15-5P L-DED 1123 1088 12,5 Gas atomized

Titanium alloys

Ti-7Al-2,5Zr-
2,5 V-2Mo

L-DED 968,0 882,0 6,6 PREP

Ti-7Al-2,5Zr-
2,5 V-2Mo

L-DED 1076,7 1056,7 1,4 Plasma atomized

L-DED + HT 1159,2 1100,5 9,8 Plasma atomized

Ti-6Al-4 V L-DED 1060 963 7 Plasma atomized

Ti-6Al-4 V L-DED 1047 983 10,3 PREP

L-DED + HT 1026 925 14,2 PREP

CP-Ti L-DED 675 620 23,4 PREP

PT3V L-DED 912 877 14,5 PREP

L-DED + HT 872 834 15,3 PREP

Nickel-based alloy

EI 698 L-DED 884 565 41 PREP

L-DED + heat
treatment

1100 781 24 PREP

Inconel 718 L-DED 452,4 339 19 PREP

L-DED + HT 1303 1155 24,6 PREP

Inconel 625 L-DED 811,9 512,8 38,5 PREP
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4. Conclusion

Additive manufacturing is of profound interest for various industries. However, a
large number of parameters that affect the quality of the final product limit the
application at the moment. Including the initial powders properties have a significant
influence on the quality L-DED materials. For the L-DED technology, powders
manufactured by gas atomization, plasma atomization, and PREP technologies are
most widely used. GA powders have a high amount of satellites on the surface, which
can lead to porosity in as-deposited samples. Also, a deviation from the required
chemical composition has a significant impact on the properties of products. Light
impurities also affect the properties of the L-DED material.

To minimize the amount of rejects due to the properties of the powder, the main
requirements for powders and the input control measures that must be implemented
are considered.

Considering the high influence on the structure and properties of the material of
the initial quality of the powder, a method for the input control of the powder is being
developed.

Input control of powder for use as feedstock in L-DED technology includes:
Particle size measurement (determination of particle size distribution).

• Determining the shape of the particles;

• Determination of particle defects and their description.

Analysis of the chemical composition:

• Determination of the main alloying elements;

• Determination of the impurities content.

Powder Fluidity Determination.
The totality of implementing measures to control the quality of the powder will

reduce the number of defective products.

Material State Tensile
strength σВ,

MPa

Yield strength
σ0,2, MPa

Elongation
δ, %

Powder

ZhS32 L-DED 1353,0 1046,0 11,5 PREP

Hynes 230 L-DED 921,3 615,6 27,81 Inert Gas Atomizers

L-DED + HT 922 429,2 31,92 Inert Gas Atomizers

Inconel 738 L-DED 1379 1088,9 6,44 PREP

EK61 L-DED 858 512 39,7 PREP

L-DED HT 1152 886 29 PREP

Vsh159 L-DED 880 451 48,7 Inert Gas Atomizers

L-DED HT 1195 921 9,6 Inert Gas Atomizers

EP 648 L-DED 781 476 38 PREP

Table 8.
Mechanical properties of L-DED material.
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Chapter 3

An Application of Bio-Inspired
Superwetting Surfaces: Water
Collection
Chang Li, Zhongshi Ni and Ying Li

Abstract

On a superwetting surface, droplet behaviour can be manipulated. Utilising the
directional motion and coalescence of water, water collection (including fog
harvesting) is a significant application of superwetting surfaces. In the plant and
animal kingdom, many biological surfaces show excellent water-collecting function.
This chapter summarises the development and recent progress of the natural and bio-
inspired surfaces that can collect water. The biomimetic models, i.e., the model of
spider silks, cactus, and desert beetles are introduced. The corresponding mechanism,
raw materials or approaches to mimic natural surfaces and optimised structures which
show improved water-collecting performance are explained. Future directions for the
water-collecting material are forecasted.

Keywords: super-wetting surface, bio-inspired, water transport, spider silk, cactus,
desert beetle

1. Introduction

Water plays a crucial role in most creatures alive in nature, covering requests for
organismic daily consumptions, agricultural irrigation, and industrial production.
Water shortage is an acute problem in many areas of the world. Collecting water with
satisfactory efficiency from a humid/foggy atmosphere is deemed as a fundamental
step to release the tough issue, which is also a hot and significant research direction.

In water collection, fog-water capturing and water droplet transport for collection
are two main steps. A single superhydrophilic or superhydrophobic surface could not
meanwhile accelerate both courses. For example, hydrophilicity can speed up fog-
water capturing. However, it may cause water retention, which may slow down water
transport and further water harvesting. On a hydrophobic surface, droplets can roll
easily for collection while the efficiency of fog-water capturing is very low. To handle
the dilemma, researchers have paid attention to the natural superwetting surfaces
which have an exciting ability to manipulate liquid behaviours [1, 2]. They possess
special wettability designs or/and unique micro/nano-structures.

Creatures surviving in droughty environments usually have a special ability to
collect water. For example, some desert plants and animals can capture water from the
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humid air during nightfall caused of temperature differences. Creatures living in
highly humid environments also have the ability to manipulate water droplets or flow.
For example, on spider silk, morning dews are spontaneously collected. This chapter
will respectively introduce the water collection ability of spider silks, cactus, and
desert beetles (Figure 1). The natural surface and bio-inspired model to mimic the
surface structure are involved. The strategies to enhance water collecting efficiency by
designing special wettability or micro/nano-structure are detailly introduced.

2. Spider silks inspired spindle-knot fibre

2.1 Biological model and theoretical analysis of spindle-knot fibre

The ability to harvest fog is determined by the fog-water catching performance at
the surface together with the removal efficiency of the captured water from the
surface [3, 4]. One-dimensional (1D) fog collectors usually make use of some hydro-
philic composition or/and water-loving structure to rapidly seize the water from a
humid environment. Subsequently, small droplets hang on the 1D material and accu-
mulated into larger droplets gradually. Finally, large droplets can fall into a container
due to growing gravity.

Spider web has been well-known for its excellent mechanical, biochemical and
pharmaceutical properties because of its network structure and the composition of
biological proteins [5–8]. In the recent decade, a single spider silk was deeply studied
and has been deemed as a perfect model for designing artificial water collector. The
periodic spindle-knot structure on spider silk (similar to bead-on-string fibre) is
useful. This structure can give rise to driving forces on dew based on Laplace pressure
difference and probable surface energy gradient. These forces drive the droplet mov-
ing to the spindle knot, where the combined droplet is released and collected [9]. The
Laplace pressure difference (Figure 2(a)) can be calculated by the following formula,

FL � γ
1
R10

� 1
R20

� �
sin β

R1 � R2
V (1)

Figure 1.
Biological surface that can collect water: spider silk with joint and knot, cactus with conical structure, desert beetle
with heterogeneous surface.
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where γ is the surface tension of water droplet, R10 and R20 indicates the local
curvatures of the contact lines at two opposite sides of droplet along the spindle
knot, R1 and R2 indicate the local radius of the spindle knot. Angle β is the half apex
angle of the knot, which is related to the size and shape of the knot. V is volume of
water droplet on knot, which can be approximate estimated by the formula
V=πR0

3=12, where R0 indicates the radius of the droplet.
The spindle knot usually had a higher axial-parallel roughness than the other area

on the fibre, contributing to a smaller contact angle. Therefore, the spindle knot is
more hydrophilic and has a higher surface energy. The consequent driving force
resulting from surface energy gradient (Figure 2(b)) can be described as follow,

FS ¼
ðLk

Lj

γ cos θA � cos θRð Þdl (2)

where θA and θR , respectively indicate the advancing and receding angle of the
water droplet on spider silk, and dl is the integrating variable from original silk joint
(Lj) to the spindle knot (Lk).

Capillary pressure (result from small holes or probable grooves on spindle-knot)
gradient can also be introduced into this system to speed up the water combination or
transportation rate. The capillary force Pc (Figure 2(c)) is estimated by the
Young�Laplace formula [10],

Pc ¼ 2γ=R0 (3)

where R0 indicates the curvature radius of surface of water in small holes or
grooves.

2.2 Featured structures made by multi-methods using various materials

When aiming at mimicking the biological spindle-knot structure (Figure 3(a))
with consequent water-collecting function, diverse biomimetic methods are
employed. For example, dip-coating, electro-dynamic, fluid-coating, and
microfluidics have been developed or utilised [8, 16]. As shown in Figure 3(b–j),
diverse spindle-knot structures can be prepared.

Figure 2.
Sketch of force analysis on the bio-inspired water-collecting units.
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2.2.1 Dip-coating

Dip-coating is the earliest-developed, frequently-used, convenient and mature
approach to mimic spider silk with fog harvest ability. In a typical process, a Nylon
fibre (usually 50 � 300 μm in diameter) was immersed deeply into a polymer solution
which had been prepared in advance. Afterwards, it was drawn out horizontally and a
tubular membrane composed of the polymer solution wrapped the fibre uniformly.
The membrane broke up into several ellipsoids on account of Rayleigh instability and
then turned into a periodic spindle knot on fibre while getting dried (Figure 3(b)).

According to the Eqs. (1) and (2) mentioned above, the actuating force for droplet
directional transportation depends on the shape and size of the spindle knots together
with the interval of each two periodic knots. These factors can be optimised by
changing the processing parameters such as the viscosity or volatility of polymer
solution, drawn-out velocity, and desiccation condition [17].

Figure 3.
Spider silk and diverse artificial spider silks. (a) SEM image of spider silk in nature [9], scale bar 50 μm. (b)
Optical image of artificial spider silk via traditional dip-coating [7], scale bar 200 μm. (c, d) SEM images of
micro-porous bead on string fibre via dip-coating with breath figure method [11], scale bar 10 μm. (e) SEM
images of gradient-porous bead on string fibre via dip-coating with breath figure method [11], scale bar 10 μm. (f)
Optical image and SEM images of helical spindle-knot fibre via deep-coating and sequent calcination [12], scale
bar 50 μm. (g) optical image of a gradient-sized spindle knot fibre via fluid-coating at an increasing drawn-out
rate [13], scale bar 1 mm. (h) Photo of magnetic assembly integrated artificial spider silks [14], scale bar 1 mm.
(i) SEM image of hollow artificial spider silk via microfluidics using nitrogen as inconsecutive phase [15], scale
bar 50 μm. (j) Photo of integrated topological artificial spider silk to mimic spider web [15], scale bar 5 mm.
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In order to improve fog-water capturing efficiency, the spindle knot can be further
designed and manufactured into a porous spindle knot due to the high specific surface
area and enhanced absorbability. For example, breath-figure method [11, 18] was
utilised to achieve steerable micro-pores (Figure 3(c and d)), and gradient pores
(Figure 3(e)).

Some spindle knot with ring or helical grooves (Figure 3(f)) which show better
performance has been developed [12]. To fabricate such periodic ring or helical
grooves spindle knot on 1D material, an added procedure of calcination or desiccation
under a high temperature (more than 800 K) was essential. Conventional polymer
fibres such as Nylon could not stay non-deformation or unshrink at such high tem-
perature. Hence, Glass Fibre or Carbon Fibre (usually 7–15 μm in diameter), with
greater high-temperature resistance properties and other mechanical performance,
were employed as host fibre material in these studies [11, 12]. Furthermore, rather
than the organic polymer solution, some inorganic compounds and materials with
ameliorate biocompatibility, such as Titanium salt/oxide [12, 19], would be used if
environment conservation or other intention was taken into consideration.

2.2.2 Fluid-coating

Dip-coating is capable of fabricating fine accurate structure (usually 7 � 300 μm
diameter fibre with minimum feature size about 5 μm) on the fibre. However, it is
difficult for dip-coating to realise large scale preparation. Fluid-coating was developed
and continuously massive coating comes true [20]. Artificial spider silks in random
length are likely to be synthesised via this approach, which is a promising method for
the industry.

The principle and operating steps of fluid-coating to prepare spindle knot are
similar to dip-coating. As is reported in previous work [21], a Nylon fibre (about 70μm
in diameter) was steadily fastened in a polymer solution reservoir (width: 2 cm,
length: 3.5 cm, height: 3 cm, with one edge attached to a motor) through two capillary
tubes (400 μm inner diameters). The motor drew the fibre out at the desired speed
and the polymer solution (parallel to the solution in dip-coating method, Table 1)
moved with the fibre thanks to the viscous force. Then the fluid covered the fibre to
become a cannular polymer membrane and it broke up into droplets on account of
Rayleigh instability, which ultimately turned into periodic spindle knots on fibres
after evaporation.

The unique feature of fluid-coating lies in the alterable and steerable drawn-out
rate. It is reported that by drawing out at a monotone increasing velocity, gradient in
thickness of polymer film emerged and gradient-size spindle knots (Figure 3(g))
were generated on fibre eventually [13]. Researchers also tried fishing-line fibres,
copper fibres and carbon fibres to be the host fibres (Table 1) and obtained a satis-
factory mechanical property.

2.2.3 Electrodynamic

Electrodynamic technology is another strategy for large-scale preparation of arti-
ficial spider silks. This method is good at preparing slender (200 nm �12 μm in
diameter) silk with fat spindle or even ellipsoid knot (usually 3 � 6 times of the
slender silk in diameter, the whole artificial silk namely bead-on-string fibre).

Pervious works [22–24] justified the practicability of a coaxial electrospinning
method (namely core-shell electrospinning), which developed from conventional
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coaxial electrospraying and electrospinning. In this method, heterogeneous liquids
with different viscosity and vapour pressure-filled two different channels of jet. Dilute
solution in the outer channel was electro-sprayed into micro-particles (finally acting
as spindle knots) due to Rayleigh instability (or combined with wet-assembly
technique) [19, 25]. The inner viscous liquid channel was electrospun to micro- or
nano-fibres [26].

As is displayed in Table 2, multifarious chemical substances were used to prepare
inner and outer solutions to meet the request for wettability, finance, or environment-
protecting [27–30]. To exemplify it, poly-l-lactic acid (PLLA) was chosen as a raw
material on the basis of being degradable, whose solution (6 wt% PLLA dissolved in
Chloroform and DCM: dichloromethane with different volume rates ranging from
95/5 to 65/35 and stirring at room temperature) electrospun bead-on-string fibre
exhibited a higher directional transport performance compared with PVA solution
(10 wt% polyvinyl alcohol dissolved in hydrothermal water containing 17 wt%
glutaraldehyde) [31].

Ref. Method Host fibre Polymer solution Structural feature

[9, 17] DC Nylon DMF, PMMA First-made and similar to real spider silk

[11] DC Carbon fibre DETA, ER Different porous structure on knot

[12] DC Glass fibre TiBO-P123 sol gel Helical crack on spindle knot

[21] FC Nylon DMF, PVDF Surface with different roughness

[21] FC Fish-line fibre DMF, PMMA Gradient-sized spindle knot

[21] FC Copper fibre DMF, PMMA Gradient-sized spindle knot

DMF: N, N-dimethyl formamide, PMMA: polymethyl methacrylate, PVDF: polyvinylidene fluoride, DMAc: N,
N-dimethyl acetamide, DETA: Diethylenetriamine, ER: Epoxy resin-44,TiBO: titania butoxide, P123: HO
(CH2CH2O)20(CH2CH(CH3)O)70(CH2CH2O)20H.

Table 1.
Materials and polymer solutions are used in dip-coating (DC) and fluid-coating (FC) to make artificial
spider silk.

Ref. Outer fluid (shell) Inner fluid (core)

Solution (wt) Solvent (w/w) Solution (wt) Solvent (vol/vol)

[27] 20% PEG 1:1 MC and DMF 35% Polystyrene DMF

[28] 25% PMMA 7:3 THF and DMF 30% Polystyrene DMF

[29] 10% PNIPAM 1:1 THF and DMF 16% PVDF 3:2 DMF and Acetone

[30] PVDF-HSP-FPOSSa 1:1 THF and DMAc PVDF-HSP-FPOSSb 1:1 THF and DMAc
asol-gel: 2 g PVDF-HEP and 1 g FPOSS in 16 mL solvent.
bsol-gel: 2 g PVDF-HEP and 1 g FPOSS in 32 mL solvent.
PEG: polyethylene glycol, MC: methylene chloride, DMF: N,N-dimethyl formamide, PMMA: polymethyl methacrylate,
THF: tetrahydrofuran, PNIPAM: poly(N-isopropylacrylamide), PVDF: polyvinylidene fluoride, PVDF-HSP-FPOSS:
poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) with fluorinate polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane, DMAc:
N,N-dimethyl acetamide.

Table 2.
Chemical reagents are used for outer and fluid polymer solutions in different electrodynamic studies to make
artificial spider silk.
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Albeit electrodynamic approaches can enable relatively large-scale production of
bead-on-string hierarchical nanofibres with satisfactory fog-harvesting (normally
�5 g water, fog flow �25 mL per hour), mechanical properties such as tensile strength
should be improved to prolong the lifespan of fibres. To achieve this, adding
postprocessing (e.g., carbonation procedures to transfer it into carbon fibre) can be a
decent measure.

2.2.4 Microfluidics

Microfluidics was a relatively recent developed technology to continuously fabri-
cate artificial spider silk. By adjusting the relative location of syringe needles in
convention microfluidic devices, artificial spider silk could be synthesised via imitat-
ing the authentic spinning process of nature spiders [32].

In a coaxial microfluidic device, there are two flows of liquids (Table 3) with
different feeding rates. In a typical synthesis [33], a micropipette was employed where
an Alginate-based composite solution (ABC solution) served as the continuous phase
and liquid Paraffin served as the dispersed phase, respectively consisting of the host
fibre and spindle-knot of artificial spider silk after dehydration. The diameter of host
fibre and geometry size of periodic spindle knot as well as the distance between two
adjacent spindle knots can be altered by optimising the parameter of feeding speed of
two flows (and their feeding speed ratio).

To achieve the porous surface of joint or spindle-knot of artificial spider silk to get
enhanced fog-captured performance, add a component with distinct solubility (salt
such as NaCl or CaCl2) into the liquids and then remove it by washing or soaking in
aqueous solution [26]. Analogously, Fe3O4 nanoparticles can be added to the volatile
oil drops during microfluidic operation to obtain magnetic property of spindle knot.
The synthetic 1D materials can then be assembled or patterned (Figure 3(h)) into the
multidimensional structure under an external magnetic field [14]. Additionally, gas
(e.g., nitrogen [15]) can be used as a dispersed phase and bioinspired cavity-
microfibres (Figure 3(i and j)) can be fabricated.

2.3 Water collecting efficiency of artificial spider silks

By optimising the geometry of periodic spindle knots, artificial fibres could show
enhanced performance in fog-harvesting tests (Figure 4). As is demonstrated in
Figure 4(a), five small water drops moved and combined rapidly within 4.39 s on a
PMMA spindle-knot Nylon fibre. It is recorded that when the vertical downward fog

Ref. Continuous phase Dispersed phase Feature

[33] Sodium Alginate Liquid Paraffin Improved microfluidics preparation

[14] Calcium Alginate Oil drop+ Fe3O4 nanoparticles Magnetic 2D or 3D assembly fibre

[15] ABC solutiona Nitrogen Hollow fibre (with topological weave)b

aAlginate based composite (other salts) solution.
bTopological structure by postprocessing.

Table 3.
Substance employed in microfluidics to produce artificial spider silks and their corresponding feature.
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flow was �0.75 m/s, the artificial fibre which is 1.5 mm in length could collect 40 nL
of water within 12 s in comparison with 17 nL of natural spider silk under a similar
circumstance [21].

Distinct types of spindle knot may give rise to different impact on fog-harvesting
function. The in-situ observation and optical images of water collecting test on artifi-
cial fibre with gradient-size spindle knots (Figure 4(b)) showed that droplet coales-
cence with a special mode could be implemented. Under �90% humidity using
ultrasonic humidifier, 7.35 mm fibre with gradient-size spindle knots was capable of
harvesting water at a rate of 509.4 μL/h, while 156.7 μL/h of water was collected using
similar fibre with uniform sized periodic spindle knots under the same condition [13].
Porous surface morphology also brings in increasing efficiency of water collecting. As
illustrated in Figure 4(c), under same �100% high humidity condition using humid-
ifier, water collecting efficiency had the following rank: gradient porous structured >
homogenous porous structured > smooth spindle-knot fibre [11]. Additionally, spin-
dle knots do play a significant role in improving the water-harvesting efficiency
(Figure 4(d)).

Intersection would gain an easier access to capture and harvest fog-water
(Figure 4(e)). In an updated research, two intersectional silks (8.25 μL in 60 s)
tended to harvest more water than two parallel silks (4.57 μL in 60 s) in 60s under a
0.408 mL/min fog flow. Topological network bioinspired by spider web exhibited

Figure 4.
Fog-collecting characterisation images of diverse artificial spider silks. (a) In-situ observation of directional fog
harvesting of conventional PMMA spindle-knot (by fluid-coating) on Nylon fibre [21], scale bar 100 μm. (b)
Optical images of water collecting on gradient sized PMMA spindle-knot (by fluid-coating) on Nylon fibre [13],
scale bar 1 mm. (c) Optical images of aggregation of water droplet of ER knots (all by deep-coating) with smooth,
homogenous porous and gradient porous structure on carbon fibres [11], scale bar 50 μm. (d) Optical images of
PMMA-PS bead on string (right) fibre and smooth PS (left) fibre (all by electrodynamic) [28], scale bar 20 μm.
(e) Photos of fog harvesting on Alginic based cavity (all by microfluids) fibres [15], scale bar 5 mm.
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much higher fog-harvesting efficiency: 150 mm topological networks with two radius
were able to collect 53.297 μL in 120 s and with three radius, the volume is 68.957 μL in
120 s [15].

By comparing the water collecting performance of diverse artificial spider silks
(Figures 4 and 5), it can be summarised that appropriate shape (slenderness ratio:
1 � 10), size (gradient sized spider-knot) and morphology (knot with porous micro-
structure especially gradient porous microstructure) of artificial spider silks, resulted
from optimised processing parameters (Figure 5(a)), will contribute to better fog-
harvesting performance. Diverse materials with different structural or wettability
design differs in water-harvesting style and efficiency (Figure 5(b and c)). Temper-
ature, humidity or flow rate in the water-collecting test may also affect water-
collecting volume (Figure 5(c and d)).

In addition, 2D or 3D intersectional arrangement of artificial fibre to mimic the
real topological spider web in nature turns out to own an larger-scale fog-harvesting
capacity than 1D spider silk [4]. For example, combined with advanced multi-
directional braiding technology, multidimensional integrated spider silks can be
acquired with relatively large scale fog harvesting capacity [34, 35]. These 2D or 3D

Figure 5.
Various factors which may exert influences on fog-harvesting performance of artificial spider silks. (a) Impacts of
spray times, electrospinning times in electrodynamic method slenderness ratio, materials and fibre with/without
beads on fog-harvesting [31]. (b) Influences of postprocessing and hierarchical structure of fibre on fog-harvesting
[30]. (c) Effects of temperature, materials and core-shell structure on water condensation and water harvesting
[29]. (d) Impacts of fog flow rate in water-harvesting [17]. (e) Influence of intersectional angle of two artificial
spider silk on fog-harvesting [15].
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network materials were estimated to harvest up to 0.5 � 1.5 ton/day (per square meter
of material) fog-water in foggy environment (e.g., industrial cold-water tower). To
prepare artificial fibre in industrial scale and to harvest water in much larger scale
should be future research topics [36].

3. Cactus inspired conical structure

3.1 Biological model and theoretical analysis of cone

Plants survived in extraordinarily droughty conditions tend to have advanced fog-
harvesting ability inevitably. Inspired by a cactus [37], conical structures were devel-
oped as a perfect model for water collecting. Agaves [38] and wheat awns [39], which
have similar needle-like construction, also can harvest fog. The geometry of cone can
be deemed as half of a spindle knot to some degree when analysing driving force. The
Laplace force is an attraction to gather fog-water, which can be calculated by Eq. (1).
Also, roughness gradient (Eq. (2)) can be introduced.

By integrated the cones into oblique conical micro- and/or nano- array (or barbed
array, bioinspired by Eremopyrum orientale or ryegrass leaves) [40, 41] on 2D planar
materials, anisotropy surface with enhanced water-collecting property from foggy
atmosphere were developed. As for the mechanism, oblique array with anisotropy
gives rise to a difference in concomitant retention force (Fr) on hindering water
transport to two directions. When the droplet moves, the retention force can be
estimated by [42]

Fr ¼ wγ cos θRO � cos θAOð Þ (4)

where w is the width of water droplet, θRO and θAO indicate the intrinsic contact
angle. Moving along the oblique direction, decreasing solid–liquid contact width is
beneficial to postpone the water meniscus resulting in water release, while moving
against, increasing solid–liquid contact width causing pinning of water droplet.
Experiment also illustrates that the retention forces of the droplet against the oblique
direction are larger than those along the oblique direction [40, 43]. As a result, the
distinction of retention force along two opposite direction can ultimately lead to water
directional removal.

3.2 1D and 2D patterns via different methods using distinct materials

With regards to 1D pattern, research was frequently carried on metals with
hydrophilicity. Thanks to the electroconductivity of metals, electrochemical method
(e.g., controlled electrochemical corrosion or gradient anodic oxidation) can be
employed [44, 45]. For instance, a copper wire (usually �800 μm in diameter) was
placed vertically and attached to the anode of a 10 V DC power with a curled copper
sheet connected with the cathode. For one thing, a container filled with CuSO4

solution (electrolyte) pumps from a syringe pump which increases the liquid level of
electrolyte at a constant velocity, causing a gradient of electrochemical corrosion of
the copper wire and thus producing a conical shape. For another, controlled by a
periodic current (from 0.05 to 0.8 A, pondered for 5 s, and then declined to 0.05 A)
using the DC power, the roughness gradient was obtained.
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In terms of 2D planar model, an interesting method called soft lithography
[40, 41, 44, 45] was developed to directly copy biological surfaces. Primarily, fresh
biological sample was fixed flat on a petri dish. Non-fizzy PDMS mixture (10:1
polydimethylsiloxane and its curing agent after uniform stir and vacuum treatment)
was decanted into the dish and heated at 325 � 353 K for 3 � 5 hours (heating
temperature and time contributing to hardness and flexibility of as-prepared
PDMS model). After free cooling to room temperature, PDMS model was apart from
biological sample with caution. Whereupon, the mirror symmetric PDMS mould of
target architecture had been prepared. Eventually, an analogous step was repeated to
get the target structured model. If the material of target model must be PDMS, original
PDMS mirror was fluoridized (fluorination in vacuum at 363 K for 5 h) beforehand. As
for PVDF material, PDMS mirror was pressed on the PVDF powders (which has spread
on a clean glass slide and heated to 543 K until the organic material were fully melting in
advance) at 2 � 106 Pa for 10 seconds. Microstructure of biological sample can be easily
coped by such patent. In addition, for conical array surface pattern without using
biological sample, the mirror mould mentioned above can also be manufacture via
machine spotting, drilling or punching on PE (polyethylene) or PVC (polyvinyl
chloride) board [46]. By adding magnetic powders (such as Co) into PDMS before
curing, flexible magnetic PDMS pattern was made whose cone array could tilt at
desirable angles under controllable external magnetic field [43, 46, 47].

3.3 Fog-harvesting efficiency of cactus inspired structure

Multi-gradient copper wire shows a satisfying efficiency in fog-harvesting tests. As
illustrated in Figure 6(a), the first three water drops transported and combined into
one droplet within 0.18 s directly the first water drop was formed on the cone copper
wire [44]. In another research [45], oxidised copper wire with multi-gradient was
compared with the original copper wire, showing a unidirectional movement and
enhanced (increasing �70%, in 60 s) fog harvesting efficiency (Figure 6(b)). Fog
harvesting performance of such 1D cone sample is associated with the tilt angles of
placing sample. As demonstrated in Figure 6(c), the collecting efficiency peaked at
0.36 mg/s (experiment done in temperature 288 K, and fog flow velocity 1.8 m/s)
when gradient cone copper wire was placed horizontally [44].

2D biomimetic models also show high efficiency or show larger-scale water-
collecting capacity. As demonstrated in Figure 6(d), PDMS surface with vertical
needle-like array showed a fog harvesting function at 80% humidity air while mag-
netic cone with flexibility under alternating magnetic field exhibited 50 times higher
fog-harvesting efficiency (at about 0.2 g/h under the quasistatic foggy environment)
in 1 hour than the static cone [46]. Biomimetic copied artificial leaf with oblique
barbed array on surface involves a fog-harvesting capacity of 95.4 g/m2/h (air flow
rate of 10 L/min and 3.5 bar pressure delivering a water nebulization rate of
0.4 mL/min at 296 K) and it was improved to 136.8 g/m2/h after an initiated chemical
vapour deposition of hydrophobic surface nanocoating. It is worth noting that by
integrated 18 copper wire 1D patterns (fixed on a 6.5 � 6.5 � 0.5 cm Teflon frame,
side-to-side horizontally setup) into a tiny water-collecting device, the highest value
of fog-harvesting rate can reach up to surprisingly 6180 g/m2/h under 2.4 m/s fog
velocity in temperature 288 K [44].

From what is cited above, it is safe to draw a summary that different gradient in
surface morphology or shape of cone structure, arrangement of cone or cone array,
and wettability of materials will affect fog-harvesting performance.
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4. Desert beetle inspired heterogeneous surface

4.1 Biological model and theoretical analysis of wettability paradox

Namib desert is one of the oldest and driest existing desert in the world. Plenty of
species died out while others which have been adapted to the arid conditions (such as
Namib desert beetle, spider, snack, grass, cactus) enjoy a good life. Desert beetle, with
superhydrophilic wax-free texture (peaks) and hydrophobic wax-coated array
(groove) on its back, has long been imitated for fog collecting [48, 49].

Heterogeneous wettability architecture has also been found in the plant kingdom,
i.e., the Salvinia. Salvinia effect [50, 51] represents the stabilisation of an air layer
upon a submerged superhydrophobic surface with hydrophilic pins array (which
might be a new model for fog-harvesting in the future studies). Salvinia wettability
paradox further indicates the phenomenon of a functional entirety with discrete
wettability, similar to the heterogeneous construction of Namib desert beetle back.

Figure 6.
Water-collecting of diverse cone structured patterns. (a) Transport process of first three drops on a multi-gradient
cone copper wire (by controlled electrochemical corrosion) [47], scale bar 1 mm. (b) Fog-water collection
behaviour between an original copper wire and a multi-gradient copper wire (by gradient anodic oxidation) [45],
scale bar 2 mm. (c) Fog-water unidirectional transport properties of a multi-gradient cone copper wire (by
controlled electrochemical corrosion) at different tilt angles [44]. (d) Water harvesting of a magnetic cone with
and without the external magnetic field in the same chamber [41].
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The principle of its fog-harvesting ability is the fact that superhydrophilicity makes
it easier to seize water and superhydrophilic texture combined with hydrophobicity
groove gives an appointed route for water drop to transport. The discrete driving force
of wettability imbalance can be calculated by Eq. (2), further describing as

Fw ¼ γ cos θhydrophilic � cos θhydrophobic
� �

(5)

where θhydrophilic and θhydrophilic are contact angle of water on two opposite sides
with two distinct wettability. If the θ superð Þhydrophobic> 150° and θ superð Þhydrophilic<5°, a
large driving force caused by wettability imbalance will impel water droplet into more
hydrophilic region, which can be further designed as fog-harvesting model.

4.2 Various wettability paradox obtained by diverse advanced technology

In order to obtain an entirety with discrete wettability, scientists with distinct
research backgrounds may utilise diverse advanced approaches. A facile avenue is to
composite (in a macroscopic scale) another material with distinct wettability onto the
surface of original material. For example, a superhydrophobic copper oxide gauze can
be incorporating onto the surface of a hydrophilic PS flat sheet through thermal
pressing [52].

Another strategy is to fabricate by various coating or corrosion technology on a
basic material (e.g., glass slide) to selectively change the wettability (e.g., via a mask).
For instance, primarily, a superhydrophilic surface composed of TiO2 nanoparticles
was obtained on a bare glass substrate via a spin-coating method. Then, it was super-
hydrophobicly treated using heptadecafluorodecyl-trimethoxysilane (FAS). Last but
not least, the functional pattern was realised by illuminating the FAS-modified film
under UV light with a photomask. The FAS-treated superhydrophobic TiO2 surface
becomes superhydrophilic again owing to the photocatalytic decomposition of the
FAS monolayer after being exposed to UV light [53]. Via this approach, circle-pattern,
4-, 5-, 6-, 8-pointed star-patterns, and other graphic patterns was manufactured on
surface (Figure 7(a)). The graphic patterns depend on the geometry of photomask.

Laser treatment can be used in manufacturing wettability gradient. For example, a
superhydrophilic-superhydrophobic surface on Pyrex wafer was prepared using fem-
tosecond lasers, through the processes of Teflon-like polymer (CF2)n depositing and
Femtosecond laser ablation to selectively remove the superhydrophobic coating [55].
Similarly, selective plasma corrosion [56], electrochemical etching [57], and inkjet
printing [54], with similar designed procedures, have been developed to obtain
micropatterns with wettability paradox.

4.3 Fog-harvesting efficiency of bioinspired heterogeneous surface

The strategy of fog-harvesting inspired by desert beetle turns out to be very
effective. As is displayed in Figure 8(a), a high-contrast (superhydrophobic array)
wetting glass collected more (60%) fog within 30 min than a blank glass [55]. In
another research, by changing the size and arrangement density of superhydrophobic
array, � 400% improvement in fog-harvesting test (Figures 7(b) and 8(b)) was
realised (increasing from 149 g/m2/h to 618 g/m2/h, at about 295 K environmental
temperature and � 0.1 m/s fog rate using humidifier, the surface temperature of
sample: 277 K and air around sample: 90–95% humidity, vertically placed) [54].
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Figure 7.
Water collection processes on various kinds of surfaces inspired by desert beetle. (a) Observation of water collecting
behaviour on wettability-paradox surface with distinct graphic pattern (fabricated via FAS-modifying and UV
selective photocatalytic decomposition): from top to bottom: superhydrophilic surface, superhydrophobic surface,
circle-shaped pattern surface, circle-shaped edge surface, star-shaped edge surface, star-shaped circle surface [53],
scale bar 100 μm. (b) Observation of water collecting behaviour on wettability-paradox surface with distinct
arrangement density and size (fabricated via dopamine ink-jet printing), from top to bottom: superhydrophobic
surface with 500/200/200 mm polydopamine patterns and respectively corresponding 1000/400/1000 mm
separation [54], scale bar 500 mm.
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As composite can be made of different materials and density, how these
factors affect water-collecting property had been investigated. As demonstrated in
Figure 8(c), component and gauze size exert considerable influences on fog
harvesting (due to the distinct contact degrees of the hydrophobic gauzes), where the
maximum fog collecting rate was 1590 g/m2/h at ambient conditions (a simulated flow
of fog about 0.12 m/s, relative humidity around the samples: 90–95% and tempera-
ture: 295 K, vertically placed) [52].

Figure 8.
Distinct factors which may exert influences on fog-collecting efficiency of wettability-paradox surfaces inspired by
desert beetle. (a) fog harvesting comparation of a piece of blank glass and a piece of glass with wettability-paradox
surface [55]. (b) Influence of arrangement density and size on water collecting efficiency [54]. (c) Impacts of
materials and density of composite on water collecting efficiency [52]. (d) Effects of pattern shapes and placed
incline-angle upon fog-harvesting efficiency [53].
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Fog harvesting performance is also linked to the graphic pattern on wettability
paradox surface. Different fog-collecting processes was found on surfaces with vari-
ous wettability features (Figure 7a). On uniformly superhydrophilic surface, the
water droplet spread over surface while on total superhydrophobic surface, individual
water droplets coalesced in disorder. However, water droplets gathered directionally
toward the superhydrophilic place on bioinspired surfaces with wettability pattern.
Diverse wettability pattern offers different route for water to combine and move
away, resulting in distinct fog harvesting performance. Generally speaking, the fog
collecting processes are relative continuous because immediately after a fog-water
droplet move away, another one can be captured. Consequently, directional motion of
tiny water droplets enhances the fog-collecting efficiency. In terms of fog-harvesting
efficiency, the highest value occurred in 5-pointed star wettability pattern, which
peaked at amazing 27,800 g/m2/h (fog flow 0.75 m/s in velocity under room temper-
ature, inclined by 45° from the horizonal plane). In addition, the placed incline-angle
also affects the collecting rate and simply by placing it vertically, the efficiency
climbed to �32,000 g/m2/h (Figure 8(d)) [53].

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, fog-collecting function can be obtained by employing various bio-
mimetic patterns inspired by diverse natural organisms. The water collection perfor-
mance is firmly associated with the ability to seize fog-water from wet environment
and the ability of directional droplet transport after the fog-water being captured.
What on earth is more important may depend on the different foggy environment
(e.g., the humidity or fog-flow rate of the environment). This question should be
perfectly solved via simulated calculation and experimental verification in future
research. Additionally, it is difficult to compare the absolute value of water-collecting
efficiency since the fog-harvesting tests was carried out in different foggy environ-
ment (e.g., difficult humidity, fog-flow rate, temperature, and/or pressure) by
researchers. However, the above sections have explained and concluded how to
change the processing parameter to improve the water-collecting performance.

In terms of the raw materials of the fog harvester, both organic (including but not
limited to various polymers and biomaterials) and inorganic (containing metals, glass,
silicon slice, etc.) materials were employed. As for the wettability, appropriate hydro-
philicity is beneficial to fog-water capturing while water transport can be accelerated
using micro/nano-structured or/and hydrophobic surfaces.

Not only was the fog-harvesting efficiency significant, but also the mechanical
property, durability, economy, degradability, and biocompatibility should be consid-
ered. It also merits noting that magnetic, light, electric, thermal, and pH responds of
specific materials are possible to be designed as driving force for accelerating the
speed of water direction removal, which would be a promising research direction in
the future [2, 58].

The studies concerning bio-inspired fog-harvesting performance involves a multi-
subject course. On the one hand, brand-new chemical, physical, and mechanical
routes to manufacture pattern with fog-harvesting capacity has been developed. On
the other hand, these findings are most likely to be put into practice in various
domains such as fluidics, hydraulics, environment-protecting, pharmaceuticals,
mechanics and textile.
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Abstract

Wettability is a macroscopic consequence of microscopic phenomena occurring at
the fluid-solid interfaces. This functional property is crucial for the formulation of
wettable powders in food and non-food sectors. Basically, powder wettability is
mostly assessed through the contact angle measurements of solid particles reacting
with dispersing media, by either the sessile drop method or the capillary rise tech-
nique. Among the most popular bioactive agents nowadays are probiotics and their
metabolites, which are receiving a growing interest for their beneficial effects on our
ecosystem health. As live functional ingredients, probiotics are mainly available in a
powder form that is sensitive to the environmental stress factors during processing
and storage steps. It is therefore crucial to understand and control their wettability,
regarding their performance, dispersibility, and stability when probiotic particles
come into contact with dispersing media and body fluids. The proposal chapter aims
to review: (1) the theoretical aspects of powder wettability by considering compact
and porous materials; (2) the analytical tools and methodologies of measurement,
including sessile drop and capillary rise methods using models Lucas-Washburn
equation and Darcy's law; and (3) the applications to probiotic powders as functional
ingredients in food and agricultural sectors.

Keywords: wettability, probiotic powders, contact angle measurement, capillary rise
method, porosity, cell surface hydrophobicity, cell viability

1. Introduction

Wettability is a functional property that represents the wetting degree of a solid.
Among the macroscopic consequences of nano- and microscopic phenomena occur-
ring at fluid-solid interfaces, it is governed by the balance between adhesive and
cohesive forces, representing the assembly strength of different and identical surfaces,
respectively [1]. Such phenomena are naturally encountered in our daily life, or
technologically shaped for our necessities [2]. The common examples of solid wetta-
bility are observed with drops of water standing out on lotus leaves or repelling on
waterproof materials, as well as with agrochemical dispersion preparations spreading
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on plant surfaces [3–7]. Adhesives, anti-icing, bio-mimicking, boiling, coatings,
fibers, freeze-casting, inks, micro/nanoelectromechanical systems, paper, and
petrochemicals also take part of a non-exhaustive list of applications involving
wettability [8–15].

When an amount of liquid (e.g. drop of water) comes into contact with a porous or
nonporous solid surface (e.g. flat or granular solid), its displacement until an equilib-
rium position depends on the force resulting from the interfacial tensions at the
contact line of three immiscible phases (solid/liquid/gas) (Figure 1). The changes in
the resulting interfacial tension or free energy define the contact angle (CA), which
expresses the wetting degree of the solid surface by the liquid phase [16]. When the
CA is lower than an arbitrary value (e.g. θ < 90°C), the surface is qualified as
hydrophilic whereas it is known as hydrophobic for high CA (e.g. θ > 90°C). A value
superior to 150°C is a characteristic of a superhydrophobic surface [17].

For powder materials, the wettability is often quantified by the contact angle (θ) of
compressed disc- or packed bed-prepared particles, which depends on the surface and
bulk properties, composition of particles, wetting liquid characteristics, and physico-
chemical conditions such as the temperature, pH, ionic strength, and so on [18]. The
powder wettability plays a crucial role in coating, dispersion as a precursor step to
dissolution, and powder processing such as granulation and other practical usages.
Several techniques are available for powder wettability determination through the
contact angle measurement of solid particles reacting with dispersing media by the
static and dynamic sessile drop method or by the capillary rise technique [19].

Most food and non-food (e.g. pharmaceuticals, detergents, minerals) ingredients
and products are in powder form, which is constituted by numerous particles and
granules, in pure or mixture form of multiple components [20, 21].

There are many powder wettability case studies of either organic or inorganic-
based compounds reported in the scientific literature over the last five years
(Table 1). However, less investigations have been conducted on powders that contain
microorganisms such as probiotics and derivative products.

Probiotics are live microorganisms, when administered in adequate doses and
under appropriate conditions, and can be benefits for the host through different
action mechanisms [33]. In fact, they can act as (1) competitors for nutrients and
adhesion sites with intestinal or plant pathogens; (2) metabolite producers, including
bacteriocins, organic acids, antioxidants, enzymes, and biosurfactants; and (3)
immunomodulators [34]. Often used as functional ingredients, probiotics find their
potential applications in foods, feeds, cosmetics, pharmaceutics, and agriculture sec-
tors [35–39]. Belonging mainly to lactic acid bacteria (LAB) such as Lactobacilli and

Figure 1.
Illustration of liquid drop formed between three immiscible phases with different contact angles θ: (a) hydrophilic
θ <90°C, (b) hydrophobic θ = 90°C, and (c) superhydrophobic surfaces.
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Bifidobacteria, or yeasts, probiotics are among the most investigated research topics
today, owing to their beneficial effects on our overall ecosystem, involving
activities and interactions among human, animal, and plant species, soils and the
environment [40].

Their external surfaces are surrounded of components with different molecular
classes (e.g. proteins, polysaccharides, peptidoglycans, etc.) and specific structures
(e.g. pili), which are responsible for their most surface properties and functionalities
such as hydrophobicity, adhesion, and aggregation capacities. Microbial cell surfaces
are vital to their survival for interacting with the environment. It is assumed that
microbial cells adhere to surfaces through the interactions between extracellular com-
pounds biosynthesized by cells or from external (e.g. coatings) and surfaces [41]. It is
generally recognized that there exists a correlation between cell adhesion capacity and
surface hydrophobicity, which can be indirectly measured by the water contact angle
[42]. Microorganisms are considered hydrophilic for values less than 20° and hydro-
phobic for values superior to 50° [43, 44].

Moreover, probiotic-based products are industrially manufactured and commer-
cially available in powder particles, in most cases under various solid states rather than
dispersed in liquid forms, by successive fermentation, liquid–solid phase separation,
and drying processes [45]. It is therefore important to focus scientifically and techno-
logically on the probiotic powder wettability, which is a performance indicator,
directly or indirectly in terms of (1) cell capacity in adhering to surfaces; (2) product
dispersibility in a fluid for some preparations before use in formulations or uptake as
diet supplementation; (3) cell viability and product stability for limiting the contact
with humidity and air through the powder porosity or permeability; and (4) coating
material compatibility and processing efficiency for cell protection.

The current chapter deals successively with (1) the theoretical aspects of powder
wettability; (2) the practical methods and techniques of wettability determination;
and (3) the applications to probiotic powder wettability for food and agricultural
products.

Materials References

Coffee powder [22]

Wheat/cereal flours [23]

Detergent granules [24]

Pectin agglomerates [25]

Cocoa beverage powder [26]

Milk powder [27]

Excipients [28]

Drugs [29]

Silica particles [30]

Limestone [31]

Talc [32]

Table 1.
Examples of wettability studies on various organic and inorganic powders.
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2. Theoretical aspects on powder wettability

2.1 Basics on contact angle

When a water drop enters in contact with a surface, or a liquid comes in contact
with a vertical and infinitely wide plate or porous solid and powders, and rises by
capillary effect, the contact angle gives an insight of these wetting phenomena. With a
macroscopic view, the contact angle represents the angle formed at the intersection of
the interfaces liquid-solid and liquid-vapor by applying a tangent line at a point from
the so-called “three-phase contact line”, where the solid, liquid, and vapor phases co-
exist (see Figure 1a). Contact angles are not only limited to the liquid-vapor interface
on a solid but also applicable to the liquid-liquid interface on a solid. Depending on the
media (surface or porous structure), the contact angle measurement and the tool to be
used are different.

2.2 Flat surface (Young’s equation)

On an ideal flat surface (partial wetting), Young’s equation allows the determina-
tion of the liquid contact angle in equilibrium θe. It represents the static contact angle
value based on the interfacial energy balance between the solid, liquid, and gas
surrounding the liquid at the triple line contact (Figure 2). Young described first the
entire phenomenon in 1805, which was mathematically formalized by Dupré while
also discovered elsewhere by Laplace. Thus, this Young-Dupré law is commonly called
“Young-Laplace equation” [46–49].

2.3 Rough surfaces (Wenzel model & Cassie-Baxter model)

In the case of non-ideal flat surfaces (roughness added), two contact angle mea-
surements are involved. On the one hand, the Wenzel model adds roughness to

Figure 2.
Flat solid surface cases: (a) Young’s equation; (b) liquid drop with an equilibrium contact angle (θe).

Figure 3.
Rough surfaces described by the Wenzel model: (a) apparent contact angle θw determination, θe being the
equilibrium value used in Eq. (1), and RW ≥ 1 represents the ratio between the real surface area over the projected
area; (b) drop in Wenzel state.
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complete Young equation (Eq. (1)), and on the other hand, the Cassie-Baxter model
depicts surfaces with chemical heterogeneities.

2.3.1 Wenzel model

The Wenzel model illustrates how the drop is in contact through the roughness of
surfaces that Young’s equation does not take into account. Thus, the drop is pinned on
the surface, forming an apparent value of contact angle, which is different to the
equilibrium one (Figure 3). This angle is modified by a factor called the Wenzel
roughness Rw [50–54].

Such phenomenon appears when the solid surface is completely in contact with
liquid under the droplet. However, air can be trapped below the drop that tends to
lower its energy (e.g. fakir and nails board). In this situation, the drop contact angle is
described by the Cassie-Baxter model.

2.3.2 Cassie-Baxter model

The Cassie-Baxter model describes the rough surface as a succession of two differ-
ent surfaces SA and SB with a resulting wettability that depends on two contact angles
θA and θB [53, 55, 56]. In this case, the contact angle θCB is a function of the fractions of
surfaces A, a first-level roughness feature with solid width and air spacing structure,
and surfaces B, a second level roughness at the base of a second-level capillary bridge
(Figure 4), as defined in Eq. (2).

Theoretical studies show the importance of roughness and its impact on the Wen-
zel to Cassie-Baxter transition. In fact, the double scale roughness is not always the
key parameter to enhance the transition. This also depends on RW factor and the
decrease of ƒA [57–59].

2.4 Capillary rise phenomenon (Washburn & Darcy models)

Trees, oil extracting, ink absorption, liquids and sponge, sugar and coffee are
among common applications where one can witness a capillary rise phenomenon. It
has been described many years, even centuries, ago. When a both-side opened tube is
approached to a liquid reservoir surface, the liquid tends to fill the tube. The thinner
the tube, the higher the liquid rises inside. The height or height square (or the

Figure 4.
Rough surfaces described by the Cassie-Baxter model: (a) Cassie-Baxter contact angle θCB determination, ƒA and
ƒB being the fractions of surfaces A and B; (b) drop in Cassie-Baxter state.
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equivalent mass) versus time is always monitored. This curve has two parts, a
dynamic component (rising) and a steady state component. At certain time, the liquid
reaches a limit height (h) represented by Jurin’s law (Steady state) represented by
Eq. (3) [48, 60].

h ¼ 2γcosθe
ρgR

(1)

where θe is the contact angle, R the radius of the tube, ρ the density of the liquid, γ
the surface tension, and g the gravity.

2.4.1 Lucas-Washburn model

The dynamic part of the capillary rise is driven by the Lucas-Washburn equation
(LWE). As it is a time-dependent phenomenon [5, 48, 61–66], the equation analytical
expression including the gravity and inertia parts is:

2
R
γ: cos θeð Þ ¼ ρghþ 8

R2 ηh:
dh
dt

þ ρ: h
d2h
dt2

þ dh
dt

� �2
 !

(2)

where R represents the radius of the tube, ρ the density of the liquid, γ the surface
tension, g the gravity, and η: viscosity.

By neglecting the gravity and inertia and assuming h to 0 when time equals 0,
and using the Taylor’s expansion [67], the LWE is obtained from the above
equation:

h ¼
ffiffiffiffi
2t
b

r
(3)

where

b ¼ 8=R2ð Þ=LRcos eð Þ

By replacing the height h with the mass m of the liquid through the relation
m ¼ ρ:πR2h [68, 69], the following equation can be obtained:

m tð Þ2 ¼ ρ2π2R5γcosθ
2η

∙t (4)

This Lucas-Washburn’s equation possesses limitation because the inertial forces
are neglected.

2.4.2 Darcy model

The capillary rise previously presented does not take into account the permeabil-
ity, even though there is a capillary constant in the LWE (geometry of the porous
material). However, the approximation done with the critical radius is not enough to
determine the permeability of materials (porosity). Darcy’s law describes thus the
wicking in porous media.
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Darcy’s discovery in 1856 was based on the study of the Dijon fountains, the
ground water, and permeability by defining through theoretical and experimental
works a universal formula related to the flux of water in sand [48, 70–72]. By changing
the pressure (height of the reservoir), a linear relation between the flux and the
pressure was observed, which was at the origin of Darcy’s law, as follows:

h tð Þ: dh tð Þ
dt

¼ k
η
:
γ

R
(5)

where k being the porous material permeability (can be related to viscosity), R:
radius of the section, η: viscosity, and γ: surface tension.

By integrating the Darcy equation, it is easy by using the previous arguments to
write

h ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2:t
beff

s
(6)

where

beff ¼ ηR
k:γ

¼
8
R2 η

2
R γ: cos θeð Þ ¼

4η
γ:R: cos θeð Þ (7)

From Eqs. (8) and (9), we can deduce

h ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2:k:γ:t
:Reff

s
(8)

This equation indicates that the permeability k is proportional to h2 and Reff

represents the effective radius. From the kinematics of the imbibition in a porous
media, the effective radius can thus be extracted, characterizing its permeability or
equivalently its porosity.

3. Practical methods for powder wettability determination

The wettability of powders can be determined by various techniques described in
detail by Alghunaim et al. [19]. These include the sessile drop, Wilhelmy plate, and
liquid penetration methods. In this section, only two practical methods of contact
angle measurements based on the sessile drop and capillary rise are briefly described
for their possible application to probiotic powders (Section 4).

3.1 Sessile drop method

The sessile drop method can be applied to solid surface prepared after compacting
powder in a disc or pellet under well-defined conditions of high pressure (70–
700 MPa). It is the most common technique for determining the wettability of pow-
ders. The static contact angle measurement is performed by depositing a small amount
of liquid drop on the disc or pellet while recording its spreading. A software is always
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used for analyzing the contact angles (edge detection) with the programmed func-
tions (i.e. straight line, circle or Laplace fitting). In this way the contact angle is
extracted by fitting the baseline between the drop/the substrate (interface liquid/
solid) and the shape of the drop as represented in Figure 5. The method provides the
right and left contact angles θR and θL.

For hydrophobic and superhydrophobic surfaces, other methods like Johnson and
Dettre [73] and the sliding method can be used, respectively [74–78]. A hysteresis
representing the difference between the advancing and the receding contact angle can
be deduced in dynamic measurements [79].

3.2 Capillary rise method

Powder samples are introduced into a glass tube for preparing a packed-bed col-
umn with support at the bottom (e.g. filter paper). The tube is then put in contact to a
liquid surface, and the liquid penetration front is monitored as a function of time. The
change in mass of the sample attached to a microbalance is recorded and plotted
against time to obtain the contact angle information. In practice, the packed-bed
column is first tested with a completely wettable solvent (cos θ = 1) for determining
the capillary constant RC from the equation in Section 2.4.1. Once RC is known, the
desired liquid can be used to evaluate the contact angle θ. This method has a limitation
because one assumes that the porous material is comparable to a succession of fine
tube each one having a critical radius RC (Figure 6). Assuming this fact is not repre-
sentative for all porous materials [80–84]. Indeed, powder and fiber bundles are more
complicated because the pores are not always vertical. The porous material possesses

Figure 6.
Analogy between real porous material and capillary succession approximation.

Figure 5.
Drop of water fitted by a software.
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its own distribution inside the tube. Therefore, the way how the powder and the fibers
are compact plays a key role in the robustness and the repeatability of the results.

4. Applications to probiotic powders

The wettability of probiotic powders is first a good indicator of surface cell hydro-
phobicity, and therefore the cell adhesion capacity through liquid contact angle mea-
surements. Such a functional property is also important for powder product
dispersibility and compatibility with coating materials.

Probiotic powders are heterogeneous and complex solid materials that generate
high variability data of water contact angle measurements. Therefore, the determina-
tion of their wettability is a difficult task and needs a judicious choice of available
techniques and methods. In this section, we first describe and discuss the different
methodologies used for probiotic powders before illustrating their practical impor-
tance in food and agricultural areas.

4.1 Surface wettability

A first approach is to prepare a compact surface by compressing the probiotic
powder sample under high pressure conditions for making pellets, and then measur-
ing the liquid contact angle by the sessile drop method. This method has been used for
the first time for determining the water angle contact of the cell surface of the
probiotic multistrain sample [85]. Neither visible cracks nor chemical alteration has
been observed before and during the measurement of the static contact angle. This
method has provided similar results compared to the static advancing water contact
angle technique used for the same sample [45]. The combination of the sessile drop
method with the compressed disc preparation under well-defined press conditions
provides reproducible data and appears as a very practical methodology for deter-
mining the probiotic surface contact angles.

A second approach is to prepare a multilayer or lawn of probiotics by passing
through an appropriate filter a liquid dispersion of powder particles under vacuum.
The filter on which the probiotic lawn adheres is then treated by a first step of
moisture equilibration time for several minutes, followed by a second one of air
drying. This is the most commonly used method for determining the liquid contact
angle, and distinguishing hydrophobic microorganisms to hydrophilic ones [43]. It
has some advantages in preparing smooth and homogenous microorganism layers,
and is more convenient for fragile cells [86]. Such a procedure has been optimized to
lower the variability in the results of contact angles by searching the best moisture
equilibrium time and moisturizing medium [43]. Through this method, it has, for
instance, recently been shown the contribution of two main probiotic components (L.
bulgaricus and S. thermophilus) of a multistrain sample (vivomixx) for their respective
surface hydrophilicity [45]. Some water contact angle data measured by this tech-
nique are available in the literature for some bacterial probiotics such as L. acidophilus
(66–80°), L. rhamnosus (33–86°), L. plantarum (25–79°), and S. thermophilus (23°).

4.2 Bulk wettability

A third approach to assess the wettability of probiotic powder is the use of the
capillary rise technique measuring the amount of liquid penetrating a bed column of
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sample over time, and applying a mathematical model that fits the penetrating rate
profile of a liquid up a tube packed. Even though the capillary rise technique is by far
the popular method for determining contact angles of powders or porous materials
[69], it has rarely been applied to probiotic powders. Such a method has, for instance,
been used for characterizing the wettability of a multistrain powder sample of
probiotics, showing two regimes of the liquid penetrating rate profile [85]. The first
one is a power law regime for the first few moments while the second one can be
described using Darcy’s law. The use of this modeling approach has led to the possi-
bility of assessing the particle-packed bed permeability and porosity through an
effective radius determined by the semi-empirical Kozeny-Carman approach [85].
These physical properties are interesting for predicting some performance of probiotic
strain such as product stability and cell viability during the powder storage. In fact,
high powder porosity or permeability promotes the presence of air (oxygen) and/or
moisture in inter- and intra-particle pores, accelerates the oxidative process of cell
membranes, and reduces rapidly the cell viability rate.

4.3 Practical use in food and agricultural areas

Most ingredients used in product formulations are available in a powder form,
owing to many practical advantages in transportation, handling, processing, formula-
tion, packaging, and stability [20].

The wettability of powders plays important roles in product preparation, engi-
neering, stability, and performance, since it is the first step of powder dispersion that
is of crucial importance for the process of making a dispersion [87].

4.3.1 Food applications

For probiotic-based food products and ingredients used in the preparation of
fermented foods and diet supplements, the degree of wetting needs to be at the right
value for ensuring both good preparation during the hydration and high stability
during the storage. Some examples of commercialized products are listed in
Table 2. Probiotic powders are currently formulated with a mixture of components,
including mono- or multistrain microorganisms and other active and functional ingre-
dients and excipients (e.g. prebiotics, antioxidants, cryoprotectors, anti-agglomerates,
diluents, lubricant, colorant, binder, coating agent, sweetening agent, anti-caking
agent, binders, etc.) (Table 3). Binders are, for instance, adhesives that provide the
cohesiveness essential for the bonding of solid particles during the process of agglom-
eration [88]. Consequently, their wettability is an important criterion for the powder
dispersibility when rehydrate or reconstituted, and powder stability related to porosity
during the storage. This also impacts the viability of probiotic strains, which are
sensitive to the environmental conditions such as humidity and temperature.

The wettability of probiotic powders may vary as a function of other components
within their formulations. When the latter contain prebiotics, mainly carbohydrate-
based compounds, the products are called synbiotics. It has been demonstrated that
prebiotics can change the probiotic surface properties, and therefore would impact
the wettability of whole products [89]. It is also well known that free fats in the surface
reduce wettability whereas some surface-active agents, especially those exhibiting dis-
persing capacity commonly improve wettability in dried containing fat products [88].
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4.3.2 Agricultural applications

Agricultural applications of probiotic powders include animal and plant health and
growth, as illustrated with some examples in Table 4. Probiotics have been
recognized to be benefits to the host animal as feed supplements and animal products
(e.g. poultry, ruminant, pig, and aquaculture) in improving food safety. Their use
aims at reducing, even substituting antibiotics to control pathogens in poultry
production [90].

For probiotic-based agriproducts such as microbial feed supplements, pesticides,
and anti-weeds, an optimum powder wettability is required for ensuring high
dispersibility in the liquid media preparation, but also for maximizing the spreading
and penetrating properties with regards to the target materials (e.g. plant leaves).

In aquaculture, probiotic activities mainly result from the production of antimi-
crobial metabolites and the attachment or adhesion to intestinal mucus for competing
with pathogens.

Products Microbial probiotics

Infant milk formulation Lactobacillus rhamnosus Bifidobacterium longum

Oat and rice powder Bifidus BL

Baking mix Bacillus coagulans

Passion fruit juice powder Lactobacillus plantarum S20

Synbiotic goji berry powder Bifidobacterium animalis subsp. lactis (Bb12), B.
longum (Bb46), and Lactobacillus casei

Spray-dried raisin powder B. coagulans

Almond milk powder L. plantarum ATCC 8014

Tubers-Cassava Saccharomyces cerevisiae, L. bulgaricus

VSL#3 Lactobacillus acidophilus, L. plantarum,
L. casei, Lactobacillus delbrueckii subsp.
bulgaricus, B. breve, B. longum, and B. infantis,
Streptococcus salivarius subsp. Thermophilus

Table 2.
Some examples of commercialized products of probiotic powders.

Excipients in probiotic powders Functions

Microcrystalline cellulose Binder/diluent

Rice maltodextrin Binder/diluent

Silicon dioxide Gliding/anti-caking agent

Magnesium stearate Lubricant

Hydroxy propyl methyl cellulose Suspending/viscosity agent

Table 3.
Some excipients in probiotic powder formulations.
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Plant health benefits and growths in using probiotics involve direct mechanisms
through beneficial microbes-host plant interactions, including adherence and coloni-
zation steps, or indirect ones due to the antagonistic activity against plant pathogens.
Probiotic plant antagonism includes inhibition, competition for nutrients, and degra-
dation of pathogenicity factors [91].

4.3.3 Probiotic viability and survival applications

Probiotics can provide health benefits when they reach the targets with a
high number of viable cells. In fact, many microbial probiotic strains are sensitive
to external environmental conditions such as high acidity, moisture, temperature,
and oxygen level. Two main strategies can be employed in maintaining the
viability, or reducing the mortality of probiotic strains: (1) using additional ingredi-
ents such as prebiotics in a synbiotic formulation for supporting cell viability
throughout processing, storage, distribution, gastrointestinal, and environmental
stress conditions; (2) protecting cells by using encapsulation technology or coating
processes.

4.3.3.1 Synbiotic formulations

It is recognized that combining prebiotics and probiotics together in synbiotic
powder formulations may boost the viability of probiotic strains [89]. Prebiotics are
substrates that serve as probiotic nutrients, and mainly consist of carbohydrate com-
pounds such as inulin, oligosaccharides (e.g. GOS, XOS), and fructooligosaccharides
[92]. Thus, the wettability of their mixture is an important indicator for ensuring the
synbiotic performance, either in synergism or in complementary [93], dispersibility in
a fluid, and stability during storage.

4.3.3.2 Encapsulation and coating processes

Encapsulation and coating processes are often used for protecting the probiotics
and synbiotics against environmental stress conditions in order to maintain a high
level of viability, stability, and performance [94]. It uses various food-grade

Microorganism Name of product Plant pathogens/photosystem

Ampelomyces quisqualis M-10 AQ10 Biofungicide Powdery mildew on fruits

Azospirillum spp. Biopromoter Paddy, millets, oilseeds, fruits, vegetables

Bacillus subtilis GB03 Kodiak Growth promotion; Rhizoctonia

Bacillus pumilus YiedShield Soil-born fungal pathogens

Delftia acidovorans Bioboost Canola

Pseudomonas chlororaphis Cedomon Leaf strip, net blotch

Streptomyces griseoviridis K61 Mycostop Phomopsis spp., Botrytis spp.

Trichoderma harzianum T22 RootShield Pythium spp., Rhizoctonia solani

Pseudomonas spp. Proradix Rhizoctonia solani

Table 4.
Applications of probiotic powders in agriculture (adapted from [39]).
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biopolymers, mostly derived from polysaccharides (e.g. gum Arabic, alginate,
chitosan, resistant starch, etc.) and proteins (e.g. milk and soy proteins), and different
technologies, including the bulk or microscale matrix encapsulation systems and the
individual cell encapsulation via nanocoatings [95]. The first method is based on the
immobilization of probiotics into a gel matrix (e.g. hydrogel systems) whereas the
second one is based on the formation of nanofilms around individual probiotic cells
(e.g. cytoprotective approaches based on silica, graphene, metal-polyphenol
nanoshells, etc.).

In both cases, the wettability of probiotic powders before and after encapsulation
or coating processes appears important for operating convenient choices of coating
agents and processes but also for the final product performance. In fact, the microbial
probiotic surface properties such as hydrophobicity and polarity as well as the per-
meability/porosity of the powder have an impact on the compatibility and interactions
with the coating or encapsulation materials for ensuring an appropriate stability and
permeability of the formulated products. Based on several investigations, the survival
rate of probiotic strains may vary between 68 and 94% during the storage and
digestion, depending on the coating or encapsulating materials and methodologies
used [94]. Nevertheless, such protective processes are not necessary for the spore-
forming bacteria such as Bacillus strains which convert from vegetative into resistant
spore forms by naturally producing a protective shell under harsh conditions,
including high temperature, pressure, and acidity, as well as heat, desiccation,
radiation, and oxidation conditions [95]. It might also be the case of Lactobacillus
strains through self-encapsulation mechanisms by producing a thicker layer of
EPS, when the environmental factors and stress conditions of fermentation are mod-
ified [96].

5. Conclusion

The wettability of probiotic powders deserves a great scientific and technological
attention, as for other food and non-food ingredients and products in various sectors.
Beyond its evident importance in the dispersibility and stability of the powder
containing live microorganisms and other components in contact with fluids, it is a
crucial indicator of the cell adhesion capacity and cell viability improvement through
encapsulation and coating processes. Its accurate determination with the appropriate
techniques and data processing models is the key to progress in getting insight into the
probiotic action mechanisms, and in improving the probiotic containing product
qualities and performance. However, there are only a few available scientific data
from probiotic powder wettability studies in the literature compared to contact angle
measurements with various techniques. Three sample preparation and measurement
techniques such as powder compact discs and microbial lawns by sessile drop, and a
packed-bed column using rise capillary, can be distinguished. Subsequently, two
fitting models based onWashburn equation and Darcy’s law may be used based on the
experimental recorded data. In particular, Darcy’s law combined with the semi-
empirical Kozeny-Carman approach provides a potential prediction of powder poros-
ity or permeability. This methodology will open a new research route on the impact of
the microbial powder particle size, shape, aggregation, adhesion, biofilm formation on
the formulation performance and product stability, as well as on the cell viability and
activities for human, animal, plant, and environment, in short, on our ecosystem
health.
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Chapter 5

Wetting of Solid Iron by Molten 
FeO-Containing Slag
Volodymyr Shatokha and Yuri Korobeynikov

Abstract

The study aims to contribute the approaches for optimizing the parameters of the 
cohesive zone in blast furnace, as well as for enhancing the efficiency of novel  
alternative ironmaking processes. Wetting conditions between primary slag and iron 
sponge determine carbonization of the latter, thus affecting the position in the blast 
furnace of the region where slag and metal separate into independent liquid phases. 
Wetting of solid iron by molten FeO-containing slags representing the primary blast 
furnace slag was studied experimentally using a sessile drop method. Effects of the 
FeO content and slag basicity on the contact angle of slag on the iron substrate have 
been revealed. The opportunities of controlling the wetting conditions between pri-
mary slag and solid iron by optimizing the basicity of iron ore materials are discussed.

Keywords: ironmaking, blast furnace, cohesive zone, primary slag, iron, wettability

1. Introduction

In the blast furnace ironmaking, the properties of primary FeO-rich slag determine 
the process of carbon transfer to the freshly reduced solid iron, followed by separation 
of slag and metal into the independent liquid phases [1]. In some alternative ironmaking 
technologies, aimed to substitute blast furnace, an interaction between primary slag and 
solid iron also plays an essential role [2].

The schematic picture of the blast furnace is shown in Figure 1. In the lower part 
of the shaft of the blast furnace, reduction and heating processes result in forming of 
a cohesive zone where the layers of partially reduced softened iron ore material (sinter 
or pellet), impermeable for the ascending gas flow, are pressed between the gas-per-
meable layers of coke. The form and the thickness of the cohesive zone significantly 
affect all aspects of the blast furnace operation [4].

In the cohesive zone, chemical reactions take place mostly on the surface of 
softened material, notably on the lower part of the cohesive layer, where the primary 
slag, formed by interaction of iron monoxide (FeO) and the gangue compounds of 
iron ore material (predominantly, such as SiO2, CaO, Al2O3 and MgO), contacts with 
the hot reducing gas and solid coke [1]. Due to pressure of the materials in the shaft of 
the blast furnace, FeO-rich primary slag squeezes from the iron sponge (formed due 
to reduction of iron oxides) to the surface of the cohesive layer.

Initially, high oxidizing potential of FeO-rich primary slag prevents carbonization 
of the iron sponge. However, while the materials descend to the area of blast furnace 
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with elevated temperature and stronger reducing potential of gas, FeO is gradually 
reduced from the primary slag and oxidizing potential of the latter decreases. At cer-
tain point, change of physicochemical parameters of interaction among the solid iron, 
the primary slag, the gas atmosphere and the coke, results in very rapid carbonization 
and melting of iron at the lower part of the cohesive zone. After separation into the 
independent liquid phases, slag and metal start to drip through the active coke zone 
(a term applied to the area between the cohesive zone and coke combustion raceways) 
down to the hearth (cylindrical part at the bottom of blast furnace) where they settle 
into the layer of hot metal (pig iron) topped with the layer of slag. Pig iron and slag 
are periodically tapped from the blast furnace [1, 2, 4, 5].

Studies on the quenched blast furnaces, performed in the 1970s in Japan [6], 
revealed that dripping of metal in the lower part of the shaft of blast furnace starts 
after its carbonization to 0.8–1.0% C. In the belly (the widest region of the blast 
furnace below the shaft), the carbon content of metal droplets grows to around 
2.0%; further, in the bosh (conic region of blast furnace between the belly and the 
hearth), it reaches around 4.0% (tapped pig iron contains 3.8–4.5% C). Same pat-
tern was observed for the silicon transfer to metallic phase: In the softened cohesive 
layer, metal contains less than 0.03% Si, then, just after the onset of carbonization, Si 
content grows to 0.2%, reaching 2% or more at the top of the bosh-even if a conver-
sion pig iron (a semi-product used to further produce steel) with less than 0.6% Si 
is produced (for the sake of brevity, the phenomena of partial oxidation of metal 
components near the raceways are not discussed in this chapter).

Along with the silicon, sulfur is another compound whose concentration in pig 
iron shall be controlled in blast furnace operation. Samplings performed by Volovik 
[7] on an operating blast furnace revealed that, although sulfur absorption by the iron 
ore sinter is observed yet while it descends from the blast furnace top to the middle 
of the shaft, the freshly reduced solid iron, being enveloped by the primary slag, does 
not significantly absorb sulfur. After the liquid metal is formed, its sulfur content 

Figure 1. 
Schematic picture of blast furnace [3].
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drastically increases, reaching 0.3–0.4% S as a maximum (a value then decreases to 
final content of around 0.03% S in the tapped iron due to desulfurization of metal by 
slag in the hearth).

The industrial data referred above show that, in the blast furnace, freshly reduced 
solid iron, enveloped by the primary slag, remains virtually unaffected by chemical 
reactions within a certain period of time while the materials descend. However, at 
a certain point, the interplay of complex heating and reduction processes triggers 
very rapid change in composition and physical state of the metallic phase. Therefore, 
knowledge of the processes of interaction between the liquid FeO-rich slag and the 
solid iron is very important for the definition of iron ore materials’ composition-either 
for blast furnace cohesive zone optimization or for more energy-efficient operation of 
alternative ironmaking processes. However, our analysis reveals very few studies where 
interaction phenomena between solid iron and liquid primary slag are investigated 
(most studies focus on wetting phenomena at the interface of slag and metallic melts).

Iguchi et al. [8] studied wettability of solid iron by the slags in various CO2/CO 
atmospheres, revealing that the liquid slags with more than 30 mol% FeO content 
perfectly wet the solid iron surface. It was found that the contact angle increases with 
the increase in the basicity of slags under the constant oxygen pressure, while addi-
tion of Al2O3 and MgO has no significant effect.

Hino et al. [9] studied some parameters of interaction between the solid iron and 
liquid slags representing FeO-2CaO⋅SiO2⋅Al2O3(Gehlenite)-CaO⋅SiO2 system with 
the ratio of Gehlenite/(CaO⋅SiO2+ Gehlenite) = 0.3. Good wettability of iron by the 
studied slags was revealed, with the wetting angle decreasing in the range from 30° to 
10° with the increased FeO content in the slag.

In both referred above studies, a sessile drop technique was applied with the 
temperature level fixed for all experiments-at 1350°C in [9] and at 1450°C in [8]. 
Noteworthy, these temperatures exceed the liquidus temperature for the slag studied 
systems and generally correspond to the conditions when the liquid slag phase is 
already separated from the iron phase-whether it is a lower boundary of cohesive zone 
in the blast furnace or, for example, an iron nugget, produced in the innovative ITmk3 
ironmaking process [10]. In other words, by 1350°C a primary slag should be already 
long ago separated from the sponge iron, so the data available from the referred above 
studies [8, 9] are not very relevant to the conditions of sponge iron and primary slag 
interaction preceding their separation into the flowable phases.

Experimental approach with fixed temperatures, applied in [8, 9], allows for 
comparison of the wetting conditions in different slag systems. However, in reality, 
the temperature when primary slag and iron sponge separate into the independent 
liquid phases depends upon the reducing potential of gas, the reduction degree of the 
material and the gangue composition.

In our earlier study of the softening and melting properties of iron ore materials 
[11], it was shown that, in the viscous-plastic state under the load, an impermeable 
material is formed with the outer part coated by the slag relatively depleted in FeO 
due to the reduction, while its internal part contains iron sponge and FeO-rich slag. 
Under such conditions, the development of the physicochemical processes of iron 
oxides’ reduction and carbon transfer to the metallic phase, resulting in slag and 
metal separation, is to a great extent determined by the slag properties. As far as FeO 
content in slag determines both fluidity and oxidizing potential of slag, it should play 
a predominant role in these processes. Kim et al. [12] also found that after the iron 
oxide in the slag is reduced, the separation of the final slag and the Fe–C melt takes 
place since the wettability between them decreases.
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In the current research, we studied wetting of solid iron by the FeO-rich slag under 
the temperature conditions close to the temperature of complete melting for the given 
slag-conditions typical for the blast furnace cohesive zone, where interaction between 
the heterogeneous phases (liquid slag and solid sponge iron) takes place.

2. Experimental methods

Synthetic CaO-SiO2-FeO slags were studied. FeO was produced using a mix of iron 
(purity of 99.99%, fineness <10 μm) and Fe2O3 (purity of 99.95%, fineness <5 μm) 
in a stoichiometric ratio corresponding to the reaction Fe2O3 + Fe = 3FeO. Quartz 
tube with the mix was closed with an iron wire sponge ball to prevent oxidation and 
purged with an Ar gas, then heated to 1050°C, held for 5 hours and quenched in water. 
“Pure for analysis” grade SiO2 and CaO powders were used to prepare ternary CaO-
SiO2-FeO mixtures by weighing, mixing and grinding in a mortar.

Slag compositions (shown in Table 1) with relatively low liquidus temperature 
were chosen from different crystallization fields of a ternary CaO-SiO2-FeO system 
(Figure 2) representing Wollastonite, Olivine and Wüstite. Noteworthy, in 3D 
phase diagrams of a quaternary slag systems (with MgO or Al2O3 as the fourth slag 
component), liquidus surfaces in these crystallization fields are plateau-like, in 
contrast to surrounding steep surfaces of Tridymite and Dicalcium Silicate crystal-
lization fields. Composition of low-melting slags from Wollastonite, Olivine and 
Wüstite crystallization fields is most relevant to the primary slags, formed in partly 
reduced iron ore materials.

Wettability of solid iron was studied using a sessile drop method. Experimental 
setup is demonstrated in Figure 3. Slag cone (1) with 5 mm diameter and 5 mm height 
and average mass of approximately 200 mg was placed on the ARMCO® pure iron 

# Chemical composition, mass % Contact 
angle, 

degrees

Temperature of 
measurement 

(complete melting 
temperature + 20°C), 

°C

Surface 
tension at 

temperature of 
measurement, 

calculated 
using method 
of Mills [13], 

mN/m

SiO2, 
%

CaO, 
%

CaO/
SiO2

FeO, 
%

1 50.0 22.0 0.44 28.0 60.0 1200 482

2 43.0 29.0 0.67 28.0 50.0 1200 509

3 38.0 34.0 0.89 28.0 44.0 1200 528

4 43.0 11.0 0.26 46.0 38.5 1150 512

5 38.0 16.0 0.42 46.0 19.0 1150 533

6 26.0 28.0 1.08 46.0 9.0 1150 580

7 38.0 0.0 0.00 62.0 5.5 1250 515

8 32.0 6.0 0.19 62.0 8.5 1150 555

9 25.0 13.0 0.52 62.0 22.2 1150 583

Table 1. 
Composition and properties of the studied slags.
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(99.98% Fe) substrate (2) established on the chamotte plate in the quartz glass tube 
(6) of the horizontal furnace with SiC heating elements (7). Two Pt-Pt/Rh type B 
thermocouples (9) were used: The first one, used for data recording, was placed near 
the studied sample and the second one-just under the quartz tube-to control isother-
mality of the reaction zone.

Figure 2. 
Ternary phase diagram for the CaO-SiO2-FeO system [14]. Points denote slag compositions for the experiments 
listed in Table 1.

Figure 3. 
Experimental setup: 1—slag sample, 2—iron substrate, 3—thermocouples, 4—gas outlet, 5—photo camera,  
6—quartz tube, 7—SiC heating elements, 8—gas inlet, and 9—quartz glass.
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Technically pure Ar (99.99% Ar, Linde Gas) was constantly supplied to the reactor. 
Gas was exiting the reactor through the line (4) down to the water lock. Heating 
rate of 10° C per minute was applied. A digital photo camera was used to record the 
processes of melting and wetting. Obtained images were digitally processed using 
ImageJ [15] freeware. When the temperature of complete melting for a given slag was 
reached (i.e., when the entire sample formed a hemisphere), the temperature in the 
furnace was allowed to rise by another 20°C and stabilize within 5 minutes, and then, 
the contact angle was measured.

To ensure that the results are representative, three slag mix samples were studied. 
Two results with the smallest and the highest contact angle values were excluded, 
while the remaining result was retained for the analysis.

3. Results and discussion

The results of contact angle measurement are represented in Table 1 and plotted 
against FeO content of slag in Figure 4. Data from the sources [8, 9] were approximated 
by the curves and also represented in Figure 4 (for the data from [8] molar concentra-
tion was converted to mass concentration). As can be observed from Figure 4, slags 
with higher FeO content exhibit substantially lower contact angles with iron: Increase of 
FeO content from 28 to 62% is followed by fivefold drop in contact angle. The obtained 
results are generally consistent with the trends reported in literature [8, 9]. At the same 
time, it is interesting to mention that, as seen from Figure 5, surface tension of the 
slag slightly grows with the increasing of FeO content (data were calculated using the 
spreadsheet available from [13], representing modified partial molar method developed 
by Mills [16]). Such discrepancy might be explained by better wetting of the solid iron 
surface (due to chemical interaction of FeO and iron) at higher FeO content, which 
offsets the slight increase of surface tension.

Although, both in our experiments and in studies of the other authors, contact 
angle decreases with the increased FeO content in slag, our data show substantially 
higher values of contact angle for the comparable slag compositions (e.g., around 
28% FeO). This difference can be explained by higher temperatures of measurement, 
applied in the referred studies [8, 9].

Figure 4. 
Measured contact angle versus FeO content in slag in comparison with data of Iguchi et al. [8] and Hino et al. [9].
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At the first sight, the experimental data for dependency of the contact angle upon 
the slag basicity are substantially scattered; however, as demonstrated in Figure 6, 
after the slags are grouped by the FeO content, it is possible to observe that, for the 
slags with FeO content of 28% and 46%, the increased basicity enhances wettability 
of the iron (contact angle decreases). On the contrary, for the slags with 62% FeO, 
contact angle increases with the increased basicity. Such ambivalent influence of 
CaO might be explained by the surface tension increase. A similar effect was previ-
ously reported by Kozakevitch [17] who studied surface tension of various slag 
mixes-addition of CaO to pure FeO is initially followed by surface tension’s decrease; 
however, after CaO content in binary FeO-CaO melt reaches approximately 15%, 
surface tension starts increasing. Our slags with 62% FeO content may follow the 
behavior of the FeO-CaO binary system. Grouping of the slags by the crystallization 
fields in the ternary phase diagram (also demonstrated in Figure 6) shows that the 

Figure 5. 
Surface tension calculated using method of Mills [13] versus FeO content in slag.

Figure 6. 
Contact angle versus slag basicity. Slags compositions presented in Table 1 are grouped here according to 
crystallization fields as follows: 1, 2 and 3—wollastonite; 4 and 5—eutectic valley between olivine and 
wollastonite; 7 and 8—olivine; 6 and 9—Wüstite.
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wetting conditions in the studied system can be efficiently controlled by tuning the 
slag composition and adjustment of the reduction degree of iron ore material (result-
ing in certain FeO content in slag).

In the study of Iguchi et al. [8], increase of the slag basicity was followed by 
increased contact angle; however, analysis of their data shows that the contact angles 
for the CaO-SiO2-FeO slags with the basicity ratios (CaO/SiO2) of 1.0 and 1.1 (both 
from the Wollastonite crystallization field) are higher when compared to the slag with 
the basicity of 0.5 from the Tridymite crystallization field. Therefore, it is possible 
to presume that the effect of slag basicity on the wettability of solid iron is rather 
complex and depends upon FeO content in the slag and other parameters of slag 
composition.

As discussed above in the introduction, wetting conditions between FeO-rich 
primary slag and the freshly reduced iron sponge determine iron carbonization 
and its intake of sulfur and silicon. Therefore, the obtained results might be used to 
develop a method for controlling the composition of metallic phase by tuning the 
composition of iron ore material and the regime of reduction. In our further studies, 
we aim to reveal the primary slag compositions (FeO content and basicity) favor-
able for limiting the transfer to the iron sponge of such elements as silicon, sulfur 
and probably even phosphorus (the latter under the blast furnace conditions is by 
100% reduced to the hot metal), which might be applied for developing of a novel 
ironmaking method.

Table 2 outlines the expected aspects of such novel technology in comparison 
with blast furnace (major ironmaking technology within an integrated steelmaking 
route), Midrex® (major technology in relevant segment of integrated steelmaking) 
producing Direct Reduced Iron/Hot Briquetted Iron (DRI/HBI) and ITmk3® (one 

Product parameters Blast furnace 
[18]

DRI/HBI 
(Midrex®) [19]

ITmk3® 
[20]

Novel technology 
(expected)

Product 
composition

Fe 
metallic, 

%

≈94 83–89 97.2 ≈99

C, % 4.0–4.5 1.0–3.5 2.0–2.4 ≈0.8

Si, % 0.3–1.0 ≈0.8 ≈0.03

S, % 0.03 0.001–0.03 0.07–0.12 ≈0.03

P, % <0.2 0.005–0.09 0.01–0.025 ≈0.01

Gangue, 
%

Removed to 
slag

2.8–6.0 Removed to 
slag

Removed to slag

Product temperature, °C ≈1450 
(determined by 
melting points 

of a product 
and of low-FeO 

slag)

≈950 
(determined by 

thermodynamics 
of the reduction 

processes)

≈1350 
(determined 
by melting 
point of a 
product)

1150–1250 
(determined by 
melting point of 

Fe-rich slag)

State of product Liquid (pig 
iron)

Solid pellets 
(DRI) or 

briquettes (HBI)

Liquid, then 
solidified 

into 
“nugget”

Solid (sponge)

Table 2. 
Parameters of product in ironmaking technologies.
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of the alternative ironmaking technologies, commercialized in 2010, so far at a single 
plant). As shown in Table 2, we expect that thermodynamic conditions of iron ore 
reduction can be adjusted to prevent carbonization of metallic phase as well adsorp-
tion of silicon, sulfur and phosphorus. Certain losses of iron with FeO-containing slag 
are an unavoidable aspect of such approach to some extent, and this can be considered 
as a rebirth of an ancient bloomery process but on a current technology control level. 
However, we believe that novel technology should have competitive advantages to 
offset this drawback. Such advantages include

• superior product composition;

• lower (compared with blast furnace and ITmk3®) temperature level, resulting in 
lower energy requirement;

• absence of gangue material in the product should allow usage of medium grade 
iron ore in contrast to Midrex® where gangue material stays in the product, so 
its amount shall be kept low in order to minimize slag yield in the electric arc 
furnaces producing steel from DRI/HBI, which requires usage of scarce high-
grade ores with >67% Fe [21].

Certainly, the precise aspects and, needless to say, technological layout of the 
proposed concept are yet to be considered in our further research where study of the 
wettability phenomena should play substantial role.

4. Conclusions

Interaction between the freshly reduced solid iron and the primary FeO-
containing slag considerably determine carbonization of iron and subsequent 
separation of metal and slag into the independent liquid phases in the blast furnace 
operation conditions. Transfer of sulfur and silicon among the solid, gaseous and 
liquid phases is also affected by FeO content in slag which is determined by the wet-
tability phenomena on the slag-metal interface. Wettability of solid iron by molten 
ternary CaO-SiO2-FeO slags in an inert atmosphere under the temperature conditions 
close to the complete melting for the given slags was studied experimentally, and the 
main results are as follows:

1. The contact angle of a molten FeO-containing slags on the solid iron  substrate 
decreases from 60.0° to 5.5° when the FeO content in slag increases from 
28 to 62%. At the same time, surface tension of the slag slightly grows with the 
 increasing of FeO content. Such discrepancy is explained by better wetting of 
the solid iron surface at higher FeO content due to chemical interaction of FeO 
and iron, which offsets the slight increase of surface tension.

2. Effect of the slag basicity on the contact angle depends upon the FeO content in 
slag: For the slag with 28% and 46% FeO, increased basicity ratio (CaO/SiO2) 
of slag is followed by enhanced wetting of the solid iron. However, for the slags 
with 62% FeO, contact angle increases with the increased basicity. Such ambiva-
lent effect of FeO in the ternary slag systems is in the agreement with previous 
studies of binary FeO⋅CaO melts.
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Abstract

Nickel-based alloys of the NiCrSiBC system (colmonoy alloys) are normally 
deposited on stainless-steel substrates for coating applications, once they present high 
resistance to wear and corrosion at high temperatures. Typically, deposition occurs 
through welding processes, such as PTA (plasma transferred arc) or laser cladding. 
This study mainly aims to evaluate the effectiveness of the spark plasma sintering 
(SPS) process through the evaluation of the sintered body density, and structural 
and microstructural analysis of the Colmonoy-5. SPS sintering occurred at 900°C 
under 50 MPa for 15 minutes. Powder morphology was evaluated by confocal micros-
copy. The sintered samples were evaluated according to their density (Archimedes’ 
method), phase composition, microstructure, and hardness (Vickers hardness). 
Results showed that the Colmonoy-5 alloy can be effectively produced through SPS 
sintering, reaching densification above 90%. Microstructural analysis showed that 
there was the formation of hardening phases, such as borides and chromium car-
bides. The same phases are found in colmonoy alloys deposited on the stainless-steel 
substrate.

Keywords: colmonoy, sintering, spark plasma sintering, microstructure, vickers 
hardness

1. Introduction

Nickel-based alloys are widely used in various areas of industry, such as chemical, 
petrochemical, nuclear reactors, warfare, aerospace, food processing devices, and 
steel production facilities, due to an association of high mechanical strength, good 
corrosion resistance, and weldability. The performance of these alloys is associated 
with the face-centered cubic structure of the matrix, which can be hardened by solid 
solution or by precipitation of intermetallic compounds [1].

There are several hard-facing alloys, the most common of which are Fe-based, 
Co-based, and Ni-based. Co-based hard alloys have many applications, but they 
become radioactive in nuclear environments, and this phenomenon has restricted the 
use of Co-based coatings for high-temperature applications. To minimize workers’ 
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exposure to Co60 radiation during handling and maintenance operations, nickel-
based hard-facing alloys from the NiCrSiBC family were developed. Colmonoy alloys 
(NiCrSiBC) have a wide variety of compositions and this consequently makes their 
use very abundant. It can be said that currently alloys are used preferentially for coat-
ing materials [2, 3].

It can be said that Ni-based hard-facing alloys, which still have carbides and 
borides in their structure formed from alloying elements, are popularly used as coat-
ing materials. Among the hard Ni-based alloys, colmonoy can be highlighted, which 
is widely used, and may also have different NiCrSiBC compositions depending on the 
alloying elements [4, 5].

Alloys from the NiCrSiBC family, such as colmonoy, have as their main charac-
teristic their high resistance to wear and corrosion at high temperatures. These alloys 
were basically developed for deposition using some welding processes. Due to their 
excellent characteristics and lower cost compared to Co superalloys, Ni-based alloys 
have been deposited by various welding processes, such as plasma transferred arc 
(PTA), tungsten inert gas (TIG) and laser cladding [6–8].

The strength of colmonoy alloys (NiCrSiBC) can be increased by the formation of 
precipitates such as borides and carbides. Some studies of the alloys of the NiCrSiBC 
family deposited by laser cladding on a steel substrate showed the presence pre-
dominantly of the intermediate phases formed, in the form of carbides, borides, and 
silicides: CrB, Cr5B3, Ni4B3, Cr5B3, Cr7C3, and Ni3Si [9, 10].

Although welding deposition processes are widely used and applied, the substrate, 
which is usually stainless steel, has a high iron content, which can change the compo-
sition of the coating, causing the phenomenon known as dilution. The alloys of the 
NiCrSiBC family are very sensitive to the presence of the iron element, which results 
in a change in their microstructure and consequently in some mechanical properties, 
as observed in the works [9, 11, 12].

It should be noted that pulsed plasma sintering (SPS) can also be a processing 
route for nickel-based alloys, although still little explored, as mentioned in the work 
by [13]. In addition, there are no reports that clearly show the study of the influence 
of Fe on SPS-processed Ni-based alloys.

Spark plasma sintering is considered a powder metallurgy technique that features 
fast manufacturing routes at relatively low temperatures, involving simultaneous 
applications of pressure and temperature, resulting in engineering components 
with relatively high density and good mechanical properties, compared to others. 
Conventional sintering methods [14].

SPS technique stands out for its ease of operation and precision in sintering energy 
control, high sintering speeds, safety, and reliability [15].

Spark plasma sintering involves the simultaneous application of load as well as 
heat on the materials to be sintered. SPS is a new method meant for consolidation of 
nano-structured materials with hindered grain growth, efficient shrinkage in less 
time, and cleaner grain boundaries for effective interface formation. This technique 
utilizes high-temperature spark plasma generated by discharging exactly at the gaps 
of powder particles with an on-off electrical current. At the initial stage of the SPS 
process, the generated spark plasma induces neck formation and thermal diffusion 
process on the particles to be sintered. An electric field formed by DC current can also 
facilitate thermal diffusion process. Therefore, the SPS process involves the densifica-
tion of poorly sinterable materials at a very short interval of time and at low tempera-
ture when compared with the conventional sintering process [16].
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Colmonoy alloy properties are strongly related to the microstructure formed after alloy 
processing. Thus, in this work, greater attention was given to the correlation of the micro-
structural aspect and some important properties, such as density and hardness of colm-
onoy alloy, sintered by SPS, maintaining the parameters determined in the work of [5].

Currently, it can be said that there are few published works that report micro-
structural aspects of SPS-sintered NiCrSiBC alloys. Thus, the current literature 
basically brings studies of these alloys deposited on steel substrates, which often 
analyze the effect of Fe dilution on the microstructure of the alloy [17]. In this way, 
this work intends to show that it is possible to sinter the colmonoy alloy by the spark 
plasma sintering (SPS) process, and consequently contribute to future studies on the 
possibility of sintering the colmonoy alloy on a stainless-steel substrate.

2. Methodology

Commercial powders of Colmonoy-5 alloy (Ni-14Cr-3Si-2.5B-0.6C-4,2Fe) produced 
by the manufacturer WallColmonoy Corporation were used to process the samples. 
Powders were produced by atomization technique. The atomization process consists of 
casting system, which performs the fusion raw material for one induction oven under 
controlled environment where alloys are smelted, refined, and degassed. Refined melt 
metal is poured through a system crucible in a gas nozzle, where the stream of the 
melted metal beam is disintegrated from the kinetic energy of high-pressure inert gas 
flow (Argon). Figure 1 shows a schematic of the gas atomization technique [18].

The average particle size of the powders was provided by the manufacturer. To 
analyze the morphology of the powders, images were made via confocal microscopy.

Colmonoy-5 alloys were sintered by spark plasma sintering (SPS) technique, 
maintaining technological parameters predetermined in the work [5]. SPS sintering 
occurred at 900°C under 50 MPa for 15 minutes.

The sintered material was subsequently characterized under structural aspects, 
microstructural, relative density, and Vickers hardness. Figure 2 shows the general 
and succinct roadmap of the main stages of the development of the work.

In order to evaluate sintering effectiveness, the densification alloy after sinter-
ing was measured. For that, the density (apparent specific gravity) was determined 
using the Archimedes method, using four samples. The calculation of the apparent 
specific mass is based on the value of the dry mass of the sintered (MS), the mass of 
the same immersed in water (MI), and the saturated mass (MA) that is obtained after 
the sample is boiled for a period of 20 minutes. For this, the density of water is also 
considered, as shown in eq. 1. The percentage of densification (relative density) was 
calculated from the values of the experimental density of the sintered material and 
the theoretical density (eq. 2), that is, it is the ratio between the ASG of the sample 
and theoretical alloy density of 8,14 g/cm3 [4].

         
( )

= ρ
− 2H O

MSASG x
MA MI

             (1)

   ( ) =% 100
 
ASGDensity x

Density Theorical
           (2)
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The microstructural aspect of the sintered body after SPS was performed from 
SEM. Before SEM analysis, the samples were metallographically prepared, first 
sanded (100 to 1200 mesh), and later polished and subjected to chemical attack. 
Phase identification was performed through X-ray diffraction analysis, using a 
Bruker D2 phaser diffractometer. The diffractometer is equipped with a Cu-Kα 
radiation tube, where the samples were scanned in the 2θ range, with an interval 
between 20° and 90°, under a step of 0.05° for 3 seconds. The characteristic peaks 
in the diffractions obtained were analyzed, and the results were compared with 
the ICDD (International Center Diffraction Data) database, to help identify the 
phases present.

Vickers hardness tests were carried out with the aid of a digital micro hardness 
tester DHT, HVS – 1000, performing five indentations [19, 20] in each sample and 
applying a load of 1 kgf in the tests for a time of 10 seconds.

Figure 1. 
Gas atomization process [18].
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3. Results and discussion

Table 1 shows the mean values of the apparent specific gravity (ASG) measure-
ments of the four samples, and their respective standard deviations. ASG values 
verified were around 7.5 g/cm3 on average. Through eq. 2, it was obtained about 92% 
densification (ASG/theoretical density), indicating that SPS sintering was effective. 
Density may increase as a function of sintering temperature. Thus, it is believed that 
we can achieve densification greater than 92% at temperatures higher than those used 
in this study [19, 20].

Figure 2. 
Processing route, characterization steps, and testing of Colmonoy-5 alloy.

Figure 3. 
Colmonoy-5 alloy powders with spherical morphology.
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Figure 3 shows it is possible to observe regular shaped powder particles and pre-
dominantly spherical morphology, which is a common characteristic of powders pro-
duced by atomization and may also have contributed to the good densification achieved. 
Evaluation of the average size of the powders revealed an average size of 74 to 149 μm.

Figure 4 shows XRD Colmonoy-5 alloys sintered by SPS. In all sintered samples, 
in addition to nickel, the presence of several important phases, such as borides (CrB, 
Ni2B, Cr2B, Ni3B, and Cr5B3), as well as Cr7C3 chromium carbide. The phases verified in 
the XRD analysis of the bodies sintered by SPS are the same obtained in the diffracto-
grams of the initial powders, which is in perfect agreement with the works [11, 21, 22].

Figure 5 shows fine precipitated phases and homogeneous distribution. 
Chromium borides appear in the form of very fine dark modules and small dark 
blocks. Studies by Ref. [23] on NiCrSiBC alloys indicated in a transmission electron 
microscope (TEM) analysis that Cr2B chromium boride can be presented in the form 
of small dark blocks. There is also an intense formation of laths and small blocks 
in half-ton (lighter phase) well distributed in the matrix phase, which is probably 
chromium carbide.

It can be seen in Figure 6(a), again the presence of chromium borides (dark 
phase) in the form of fine needles and some small blocks. Note also a lighter phase 
in the form of a butterfly or wing (see circles), which is a precipitated phase rich in 
chromium. The EDS mapping in these regions, as shown in Figure 6(b), shows a 
high concentration of chromium in such phases, which actually indicates that it is a 
chromium-rich precipitate, specifically a Cr5B3 chromium boride [10]. It should be 

Figure 4. 
XRD diffractograms of Colmonoy-5 alloys after SPS.

Pressão (MPa) MEA (g/cm3) DP

60 7.47 ± 0.168

Table 1. 
Apparent specific gravity (ASG) is calculated by the Archimedes method.
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Figure 6. 
(a) Microstructure and mapping region e (b) EDS image.

Figure 5. 
Microstructure of Colmonoy-5 alloys sintered by SPS.

Figure 7. 
Average hardness (HV) of the Colmonoy-5 alloy for 3 samples.
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noted that it was not possible to capture boron element (B) by the EDS, due to the 
equipment limitation.

The average value obtained for the Vickers hardness of the Colmonoy-5 alloy 
sintered by SPS was 601 ± 6 HV, as shown in Figure 7. This result is in agreement with 
studies by Refs. [11, 12, 24].

4. Conclusion

The structural and microstructural analysis showed that phases formed after the 
SPS are the same as those found for the colmonoy alloy deposited.

The average hardness measured is within the range and in agreement with the 
literature in studies on colmonoy alloys.

It can be said that the SPS sintering of the Colmonoy-5 alloy was effective since it 
obtained densification above 90%. Thus, the SPS process can be a processing route for 
the colmonoy alloy.
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Chapter 7

Experimentation and Optimization 
of Multilayered Aluminum-Based 
Functionally Graded Materials
Pattapagalu Naga Sudhakar Srinivas, Pittam Srinivas Rao, 
Kolari Deepak and Nallamilli Srinivas Reddy

Abstract

According to current industrial and societal demands, product manufacturing is 
now highly competitive. The current research is primarily focused on the creation 
of functionally graded materials that are essential for automotive cylinders and 
their internal components. Since aluminum plays a significant role in automobile 
components, layerwise deposition of the matrix and reinforcements is used. 
Aluminum alloy (Al 356) was investigated in weight proportions of 100, 95, and 
90%, while the reinforcement varied from 0 to 7.5%. The particulate reinforce-
ments were chosen to be silicon carbide (SiC) and nickel (Ni). Zinc stearate is used 
as lubricating agent to enhance the free-flow compaction process and to avoid 
the wastage in synthesis. The compressed specimens were examined for vari-
ous mechanical and microstructural characterization. An ultimate compressive 
strength of 328 MPa and 68 BHN was achieved at 85% Al, 5% SiC, and 7.5% Ni, 
as per research criterion. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive 
X-ray analysis (EDAX), and X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) images of the inclu-
sions and matrix are compatible and compact due to the excellent bonding. The 
process variables were adjusted using Taguchi optimization, which shows that the 
sintering duration and compaction pressure are crucial for the validation of manu-
facturing and characterization.

Keywords: gradation materials, powders, compaction, ejection, properties, SEM, 
EDAX, molecular structure

1. Introduction

Functionally graded materials (FGMs) are a distinct and varied class of materials 
with a wide range of uses, from home to commercial. The introduction of these mate-
rials in the field of mechanical and materials engineering aims to provide a novel and 
resilient material that satisfies mechanical, microstructural, and tribological require-
ments. In order to provide solutions with this kind of materials, these types of materi-
als are designed and developed. Materials with continuous material properties in all 
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directions and some modifications to their microstructure are unable to withstand all 
temperature variations and gradients within a short period of the material thickness.

Even if they are successful, researchers with their creativity and knowledge are 
working hard to produce these materials to a greater level, but the production and 
characterization processes have flaws and limitations. This is frequently accomplished 
by progressively shifting the volume fraction of two components with various ther-
momechanical properties in a certain direction, resulting in a compound with various 
volume ratios [1]. For spacecraft with one side exposed to extremely high tempera-
tures and the other exposed to extremely low temperatures, FGMs are the best choice 
because they distribute material functions throughout the material body for best 
heat resistance and mechanical qualities. FGM is used in the development of most 
industrial sectors’ products today, including those in the automotive,  information 
 technology, computer science, and other related fields [2].

1.1 Development and progression of FGM

Most of the research investigations are progressed with the development of 
functionally graded aluminum composites by the aid of centrifugal casting analyzed 
the influence of mechanical and wear properties of pure aluminum, boron carbide, 
silicon carbide, alumina, and titanium boride. Radhika et al. [3] in her research 
experimentations with FGM stated that the outer peripheries of the FGM exhibit 
higher hardness except in AlB4C and the outer zone exhibits tensile strength at its 
maximum. Chandrappa et al. [4] have synthesized with the aid of conventional 
powder metallurgy method at 436oC sintering temperature and depicted that high 
volume fraction of SiC caused clustering of carbide phase at grain boundaries, which 
restricts interparticle contacts and further becomes a wall for densification in their 
study titled, “manufacturing and characterization of Al-SiC FGM developed through 
powder metallurgy.” For preparation of Al/Si functionally graded materials using 
ultrasonic separation method, Zhang Zhong tao et al. [5, 6] have successfully synthe-
sized the standardized Al-SiC FGM and also depicted that increasing the composition 
of SiC makes the FGM harder and at a limiting value, it becomes brittle and crack 
formation is observed, with the highest compressive strength obtained at 7.5% of SiC 
insertion.

A research article designated as synthesis of hydroxyapatite in combination with 
titanium alloy to prepare FGM composites by powder methodology ultimately used as 
implant materials depicted that microhardness is increased by 28% when com pared with 
steel alloys. Amir Arifin et al. [7] successfully processed HA/Ti FGMs and depicted that 
increasing the titanium percentage increases the hardness and compaction capability 
of the synthesized FGM. He has also illustrated the elements’ flawless cohesion and 
excellent microstructural characteristics. Madhusudan et al. [8] successfully formulated 
a procedure to determine the optimal thickness of the mold material in the production 
of FGM in centrifugal casting, as well as inferred various parameters affecting FGM 
production, starting with preheating, molten metal heating, and solidification rate.

2. Selection of materials

The materials used in the experimentation process were chosen based on functional 
requirements, as we intend to develop an electromechanical aeronautical applica-
tion product, and thus, aluminum is the best product, with silicon carbide for high 
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toughness and hardness and nickel for good wear and corrosive resistance, and all 
materials were obtained from Raghavendra spectro metals LTD, Hyderabad, and are 
in powdered form as shown in Figure 1.

2.1 Blending of powders by weight ratio

The matrix and the reinforcements are successfully blended by considering weight 
percentages with the aid of digital weighing balance with least count of 1 milligram, 
and the uniform mixing of matrix and the reinforcements are successfully blended 
with ball milling machine with 1000 kg capacity as per ASTM D7152 standardization, 
which is depicted in Figure 2 and Table 1.

Figure 1. 
Powdered form of (a) Al 356 (98% purity, 100 mesh size), (b) SiC (150 mesh size), and (c) Nickel (180 mesh size).

Figure 2. 
SEM morphological images of Al 356, SiC, and Nickel.

Layer Composition (%) Weight (g) Matrix Reinforcement

1 100 26 Pure Al NIL

2 90/10 22.4/2.6 Pure Al SiC

3 80/10/10 20.8/2.6/2.6 Pure Al SiC, Ni

Table 1. 
Depiction of layerwise composition of the matrix and the reinforcements in FGM.
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3. Compaction process

After uniform blending of the powders that consist of matrix and reinforce-
ments, the next most crucial process is the compaction where the blending mixture 
as per rule of mixtures is needed to attain the solid shape, which means we need to 
convert from powder to solid form that is a complicated and cumbersome process. 
This is achieved by powder compaction machine having capacity of 1Ton supplied 
from Instron equipments limited, which is suitable for all kinds of metallic power 
metallurgical process. The compaction and ejection process is controlled automati-
cally, and the application of the loading can be visualized on monitor and display of 
crucial parameters with a graphical interface. The compaction load is maintained at 
480KN, and the ejection at 80KN that is treated as nominal and safe standards and 
any variations of loading conditions and the material failure are indicated with the 
aid of a buzzer or by alarming system. Cylindrical specimens are generated, which 
have 40 mm diameter and 10 mm thickness depicted in Figures 3 and 4. After the 
necessary and sufficient conditions, the green compacted specimen is manufactured 
and is digitally weighed and checked its manufacturing defects visually and also by 
the microscope according to specified standards of ASTM B925-15.The compacted 
specimens can be viewed in Figure 5.

4. Sintering process

The compacted specimens are sintered at a temperature of 472 degrees centigrade 
in muffle furnace depicted in Figure 6. The sintering process is mainly developed to 

Figure 3. 
Microbalance weighing of green-compacted FGM specimens.

Figure 4. 
Sectional views (front and side) of the dry-compacted specimen.
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increase the hardness of the green compacts as they are in very low strength and can-
not be used for the material testing and also to enhance the hardness of the compo-
nent. It is taken to be 70% of the melting temperature of the pure aluminum melting 
point (673 degree centigrade) [9].

5. Material characterization

5.1 Density

Table 2 defines the comparison between the experimental measured density and 
the density achieved through theoretical calculations of the aluminum alloy and the 
manufactured FGM composites. By clearly visualizing the spectral images, we can 
clearly depict that the composites are prepared successfully with low porosity and 
microstructural imperfections. However, during the calculation we depicted that the 
measured values have attained lower values than those of the theoretical values. The 
depiction of low pores in the composite, low interstitial voids, agglomerations, and 
discontinuities, which are due to the impingement of reinforcements in proper weight 
percentages, is the main source during the compaction process. The theoretical and 
measured densities have been depicted in Figure 7

Figure 5. 
Compaction testing machine for the preparation of green compact FGM.

Figure 6. 
Sintering process of green-compacted FGM in high tubular furnace.
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5.2 Evaluation of material hardness

The FGM shows a macro-hardness of 34.65% greater than the pure aluminum base 
metal when conducted in Brinell hardness tester. The process is done as per ASTM 
E384 since these results are to be validated with a standard process and then only the 
results will serve the purpose.

The compressive strength is been characterized by using UTM with ASTM E-38 
standardized specifications. Upon application of force on both sides, the FGM 
composites are failed at point and when calculating the stress-strain diagrams, the 
compressive strength is depicted to be 258.5 MPa, which has enhanced from 215.8 
MPa for the base metal Al356 compression strength, which is depicted in Figures 7–9 
for Al356/10%SiC/10%Ni composition attained the maximum value.

5.3 Vicker’s microhardness test

The microhardness of FGM is found to be 2.85 times the base metal when con-
ducted on Vicker’s hardness. Where VHN is known as Vicker’s hardness number, the 
hardness value for each of the layer is designated in Tables 3 and 4 with VHN units.

5.4 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) characterization shows the development 
of grains and grain limits of grid and building up materials, and there are no arrange-
ment of voids, breaks, and surface flaws [10]. This process is done as per ASTM E986, 
which clearly shows how the bonding of constituents and blunt interfaces with good 

Material Theoretical density(g/cc) Measured density(g/cc)

Pure Al 356 2.78 2.68

Al 356+10%SiC 2.84 2.79

Al 356+10%SiC+10%Ni 2.92 2.84

Al 356+5%SiC 2.85 2.75

Al 356+5%SiC+5%Ni 2.87 2.82

Table 2. 
Theoretical and measured densities of the alloy and FGM composites.

Figure 7. 
Theoretical density vs. practical density.
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amount of contact between them. The observation of bonding is not only done at the 
bonding region of the matrix and the reinforcement’s level but also we have observed 
at the intermolecular level, that is, at the middle region where the matrix and the 
reinforcements bond together with the equal weight percentages (50%) as depicted in 
Figures 10–12.

Figure 8. 
Compression strength vs. composition.

Figure 9. 
Microhardness vs. composition.

Material Compressive strength(MPa)

Pure Al 356 189

Al 356+10%SiC 195

Al 356+10%SiC+10%Ni 258

Al 356+5%SiC 190

Al 356+5%SiC+5%Ni 220

Table 3. 
Depiction of compressive strength of FGM composites with composition.
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Figure 10. 
SEM micrographs of Al356/0.6SiCnp/0.6Ni FGM. (a) Al356/0.05Ninp/0.05CrnpHybrid nano metal matrix 
composite (HNMMC). (b) Al356/0.1Ninp/0.1CrnpHybrid nano metal matrix composite (HNMMC).

Figure 11. 
EDAX micrographs of Al356/0.6SiCnp/0.6Ni FGM.

Material Microhardness (VHN)

Pure Al 356 65

Al 356+10%SiC 79

Al 356+10%SiC+10%Ni 102.5

Al 356+5%SiC 92

Al 356+5%SiC+5%Ni 94.5

Table 4. 
Microhardness results by Vickers hardness tester.
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5.5 Energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX)

The energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX) shows that there is no presence of 
any foreign material in the microstructure of the final developed material and also 
there are no traces of chemical reaction within the elements and nonexistence of 
carbides and oxides [11, 12] as shown in Figures 13 and 14.

5.6 X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD)

The X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) analysis is exclusively done to determine the 
grain size, and it is found to be 6.28 Å and the calculated maximum interplanar spacing 
of the atoms is 3.13 Å [13, 14]. Table 5 clearly visualizes the effect of the diffraction 
angle and the full width at half maximum (FWHM)  parameter on the crystalline size, 

Figure 12. 
SEM micrographs, quantitative results, and mapping of Al6061/0.6SiCnp/0.4Crnp.

Figure 13. 
EDAX Analysis of Al-SiC-Ni FGM bottom most layer.
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thereby emphasizing the bonding strength between the matrix and the reinforcement 
constituents and also the size of the ultimate molecules formed after powder metallur-
gical process [15–17](Figure 15).

5.7 Optimization of the process parameters

Taguchi optimization is used to discover the best fabrication conditions for 
achieving the best microhardness and compressive strength. We employed the larger 
is better condition (1) of Taguchi optimization, since the material required great 
hardness and compacting strength in 95% of the applications [18–21]:

 
   = − ∗∑   
    

10 2
1 1  10log

i

Larger is Better
n y

 (1)

The SN (signal-to-noise) ratios for compressive strength measurements are 
generated based on the aforesaid equation, and the values are utilized to plot 

Peak position (2θ) (degrees) FWHM (beta) Crystalline size (D)

28.44487 0.16022 8.93493

38.51731 0.21445 6.85444

44.77116 0.23935 6.27019

43.34172 0.25013 5.96976

65.15187 0.29904 5.50677

78.29161 0.36344 4.92322

82.50489 0.36068 5.11749

The average crystalline size is 6.224 Angstroms.

Table 5. 
XRD values of the dry compacted FGM specimens.

Figure 14. 
EDAX test results for bottom layer of Al-SiC-Ni FGM.
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the curves, which are shown in Figure 16. Figure 16 shows the SN ratio plots 
for compressive strength, which shows the effect of each parameter utilized in 
manufacturing and blend production of the dry-compacted specimens [22–24]. 
High compressive strength was achieved by using parameters such as compacting 
pressure, sintering pressure, and sintering duration. When compared with com-
pacting pressure and sintering time, sintering temperature causes high deviations 
in compressive strength, but sintering duration improves compressive strength as 
depicted in Tables 6 and 7 and Figure 17 [25–27].

6. Conclusion

• FGM prepared through powder metallurgical process has attained ratios and the 
thorough blending with the aid of tumbling mechanism.

Figure 15. 
XRD graph of Al-Sic-Ni FGM.

Figure 16. 
SN curves for compressive strength.
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• The FGM is handled effectively by utilizing compaction machine with pro-
grammed load controlling limit where the compaction pressure is kept up with at 
450KN and ejection load at 50KN.

• The sintered specimens are created at a sintering temperature of 472 degrees 
centigrade. The FGM shows a full-scale hardness of 34.65% more noteworthy 
than the Al 356 base metal when led in Brinell hardness tester that is extensively 
used for macro-hardness and the microhardness is generated with the help of 
Vicker’s hardness analyzer and observed that the FGM hardness is 2.85 times the 
base metal.

Figure 17. 
SN curves for microhardness.

Level Sintering time Sintering temperature Compaction pressure (KN)

1 1.025 0.985 1.325

2 1.058 1.157 452.69

3 1.154 1.3547 487.25

Delta 34.65 26.57 40

Rank 2 3 1

Table 7. 
Response table for the means of the SN ratio of microhardness.

Level Sintering time Sintering temperature Compaction pressure (KN)

1 374 472 447.25

2 398.78 489.36 452.69

3 408.65 498.57 487.25

Delta 34.65 26.57 40

Rank 2 3 1

Table 6. 
Response table for the means of the SN ratio of compressive strength.
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• The SEM characterization shows the arrangement of grains and grain limits of 
network and building up materials, and there are no developments of voids, 
breaks, and surface blemishes. The EDAX shows that there is no synthetic 
response inside components and furthermore with unfamiliar material and no 
presence of carbides and oxides.

• The XRD investigation is only done to decide the grain size and its observed 
to be 6.28 angstroms. The approval of the took on powder metallurgical 
cycle is confirmed effectively by the pictures shaped in miniature underlying 
characterization.

• Taguchi optimization conferred that the compressive strength and the micro-
hardness have been highly dependent on the sintering temperature, and the 
microstructural properties are greatly been influenced by the compaction 
pressure.
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